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On ·stage, -At- _Home 
with Jean Shepherd DRUG LOBBY ON 
By·Karen Sperling 
-"My brother's' main artistic 
medium was ·the whine ... He 
could (also) make his nose run at 
will." And so it went Friday 
night in Cornell's Bailey Hall 
with famed radio personality, 
Jean Shepherd. His is nof a 
humor of wit but of 
experience-he finds humor in 
American life and""'· relates it 
almost like Dad used to at the 
dinner table. Different humor 
elicits different responses...:we 
laugh at jokes, roll our eyes at 
puns, but with Jean Shepherd, 
it's a chuckle accompanied with 
a "that's really true." 
' Jean Shepherd is_ most noted 
for his all-night radio talk how 
on WOR-AM in the New York 
City area. Sh'epherd has- been· 
call~d, '.' ... one of those late ni_ght 
his black, red and blue flower 
print shirt, Shepherd at one 
point demonstrated his method, 
age 7, of hpw not to be called on 
in class. The method, sending 
out thought waves to the tea<!her 
was developed due to Shepherd's 
being a member of the 
alphabetical ghetto. It's the 
people in the last third of the 
alphabet who always have to sit 
in the back of the classroom 
near the cupboards. From this 
vantage point, the teacher 
speaking in the front of the 
room sounded to Shepherd like 
the clucking of a large hen. It 
took Shepherd years to realize 
the Bolivia exported not tea, but 
tin. Which Jed Shepherd to a 
discussion of his -family, a 
By Barbara Sheldon 
"The recent New York State 
drug law is aimed at the existing 
youth subculture," said Andy 
Tdsey, ·· chairman of the 
Community Health and Safety 
Committee. "The result 1s 
mental havoc." -
Andy is responsible - for the 
flash idea that has created the 
New York Student Lobby, a 
student organization attempting 
to repeal the recent marijuana 
Jaws. Ithaca College is the 
headquarters of the group. 
Shawn Bennett, chairman of the 
Student Congress, and Kenny 
··May; President of the student 
body, are the two other 
members of the directing 
triumvirate. These three 
students . are rece1vrng 
independent study credit so that 
they may devote themselves Andy,Shawn,Kenny MALLORY 
Jean Shepherd on stage. 
more fully to thetr organization .. 
The Student Lobby is focusing wide New Times this week, and 
itself on undergraduates and distributed its first newsletter. 
high school students in ·the New For students who are still in the 
York City area. . d a r k con c e r n in g the 
·New York· State has been . ramifications of the new law, the 
divided into twelve regional tapes of Cornell University's 
areas by the Student Lobby. Jectur~s explaining the Jaw arc 
SUN:Y at Buffalo, University of now on file in Ithaca College's 
Rochester, Syracuse University, Listening Library. 
SUNY at Binghamton, Skidmore · ' Th e ex t c n u a t in g 
College, SUNY at Albany, ramifications of this Jaw are 
SUNY at New Paltz, Iona diversifies as vast," said Sharon 
College, NYU, SUNY at Bennett. "It affects all citizens 
Stonybrook, Hofstra University, directly or indirectly. fupayers 
and CUNY Schools' University must pay for the salaries of the 
Student Sen.;Jte are responsible new judges. Stud en ts under I 8 
for their respective regions. must report to juvenile court.-
The Student Lobby has been 
in contact with the New York 
State American Civil - Liberties 
Union (ACLU) and the 
Organizatiqn to Reform 
Marijuana Laws. It has received 
front page coverage in the state 
and students over 18 receive a 
criminal record which means loss 
of voting privileges and certain 
licenses. The Jaw also affects the 
innocent bystander, the 
non-smoker in a room with 
smokers. The law has 
exaggerated the small angles of 
the drug culture to levels· · of 
criminality."· All interested 
Ithaca College students are urged 
to contact Andy, Shawn, or 
Kenny in the Student Congress-
offices on the· third . floor of 
Egbert Union if they want to 
help. 
Andy, Shawn, and Kenny 
plan to attend as many campuses 
as possible in the next six weeks 
to organize students. Here, at 
Ithaca College, October 12th to 
14th, will be held an intrastate · 
organizational meeting. The 
Student Lobby leaders plan to 
establish their specific platform 
at this time. Each college . 
represented shall have one vote. , 
The Student Lobby is asking the 1 
I.C. community to assist n, 
housing. Please notify the 
Student Congress office of 
available beds. continued page six 
talkers who filled the space -wonderfully American one 
between our ears with words, a complete · with _ a __ ri_ght~ous 
kind of free-associational mother ("If · my mother had 
tom-tom ·tapping out it verbal enough Brillo pads·she could get 
tatoo_µntil dawn." He also had a rid of all the evil in the world."), 
An ' 1I/"- fy First Concert at J.C. 
By Bill Henk 
TV show a few summer's ago a beer drinking father and a kid Here's the scene: Concert 
entitled Jean. 'Shepherd's brother. number one, school year 
· America for which he travelled It wai. about after the second 1973-74! The site is Walter Ford 
the country collecting different hour of this prolonged story - Hall on the . Ithaca College 
facets of life to be shown on the - telling that the audience began campus. The d~te is September 
weekly_broadcasinormally. to wonder just·how long this 27, 1973. Truth has just that 
Wlien · the applause which man would be-able to talk. While very same day cancelled, and a 
greets.Shepherd's arrival on stage -~he liumor.".remained funny, the b_and .. called Rare Speckled Bird 
subsid~d, the· 20th century'~ · material interesting, the end was (no, it's not the same band that 
- answe_r to Mark Twain eegan a 3 nowhere in sight.:Sheph~fd too has backed Ian & Silvia) has· 
hour long, ~interrupted story. us up. from his second gr~ b e e n n a med a s their 
Tlie. subject of his discourse through high school (tne -firs .replai;ement. Just over 200-
bein~. school, . - his . · ini~al . place he was finally called· on) peol'.'.le. ha~f-fill the seats in 
statement ·reve~le_d .awe at be~g. back to colle11;e wher-e: lie· liad ant 1 c1_pa t10n, anxious or 
at Cornell. T_h,s soo_n took, him . .. . . . _ . . - d , \he'· even.in otherwise. 
Moody Blues Nights In' White 
Satin, among others. The lead 
vocalist struts around stage a la 
Alice Cooper, trying to hide an 
obviously Jacking vocal talent. 
The organist ·was credible 
enough, cove~ing the originals 
quite· well, but why settle for a 
cover when you can go home 
off. .. cin .. a great . nu~ber of: on~ally_ -Starte · · - , ·. - - · : The time is approximately-
seemingly · uorel;i~d · tangents: }':'J!}· ..ln~ia~a w~· couldn t grO:W 9:30 p,_m. Out sfruis Rare 
Yet. SOl'J!~how, ~ .. tru(:~1:>;:Corm, -.:1~-·:~?-r~~: the _s~~~{;0:_,;: Speckled Bird,. and organ· 1:.;,,,,__. they always reve_fted bai;:k to·the ·_got. ~o_me· 1Jl:3st~f IVY . _ dominated contingent consisting:·~~~· 
origipiJI tract, .:~e '!n.~?tjgruities·)~ear~~.c~tal.~gu~ )., . · t of basli, keyboards, drums and a -.. "Ji ... 
m~1p~,sense .ur·a ~~t,_gi:ily J~~n -: . ~lf~t_ ,s~ort :-- of et~rr;:~·<Y:n v_cfc~ list; no guitar. Thus, 
Shep~_erd ~~_uld pull-otf.:,.: . . · .. ~Q~~h.o~-,!1°t: l~mg en_ - ~. · . naturalJy.·enotigh, their material. 
. _ l:liS:,, :middle -·bulging'.; through -__ ~venu~g: :witb· !.ean -Shephe:fd_}, is dominated ·by such things ·as 
:- :- ·.···- -.-·. · ·:., ..... not-~nt-tobe-so_?nforgotten •.. Emersc,n,Lake&Paltner's:Knifc; 
,-:-. · · · · . E_dge·. andNµtcraker, ... Edgar 
.i.}t:.... ., . . . :;t:·.~""l,;7;~~~r: 
' " ,~ -:. 
_-~i:\r :·· . ·~ ,.'• _i, •) ... •.,:j,';·i,,:. I,'•·:,,' 
and hear the original on your 
very own trusty turntable. One 
girl asks. for her money back. 
Exit Rare Speckled Bird among 
mixed applause. 
A delay of half an hour or so 
preludes tne appearance of If. If 
is a band whose. style and format 
are somewha.t reminiscent of the . 
continued page five . 
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around the nation 
LOS ANGLU:S, Calif.-ln a speech before a 
gathering of Republican women, Vice President 
Spiro T. Agnew lashed out _Sunday at the 
Deaprtment of Justice, investigation of his·allcged 
cnminal activities. Agnew charged that the Justice 
Department and Assistant Attorney General Henry 
Petersen were merely "out to gel" him to atone 
for their inability to prosecute in the' Watergate 
a ff air. 
WASIIINGTON-Anticipatmg a winter fuel 
shortage, the White House has ordered a 
mandatory allocation on wholesale supplies of 
propane gas. llome owner~ are being warned their 
home heating oil will soon be on a mandatory 
allocation ~ystcm also. Prices arc not involved. 
WASHINGTON- The Committee for Economic 
Development recommended Sunday that public 
colleges and universities more than double their 
undergraduate tuition charges. The 
recom rnendation that public funding not be used 
to help private institutions as well comes at a time 
when niost centers of higher education are 
experiencing increases in costs and decreases in 
enrollment. 
CIIIC'AGO-With the worst record ever to win a 
pennant race the New York Mets beat the Chicago 
Cubs, li-4, Monday to take the title m the crazy 
!:astern Division of the National League. The Mets 
finished 82 and 79 I ½ games ahead of the St. 
Louis, Cardinals. MaJor league playoffs begin 
Saturday with Balt1morc at Oakland in the AL, 
and New York al Cincinnati in the NL. 
around the world 
Vll·NNA. Austn,1-,\s J rL"sult ol Ar.1h c·omnwndo 
r,J1ds. Lill' t\u~tnan govcrnlllL'Jll IJ~t wl'l!k shut 
down ib Sdwn.1u Castll' l!Jns1t c·c·nlL'r for Jews 
leaving Kus~ta. amt planned to dnse all such 
fai.:1lili.:s 111 the country. l'rL'l1lle1 (;oh.l.1 M.:ir of 
b.rJcl fkw to V1<!1111.1 l'uesday to confer with 
ChJncellor -Bruno h: reisky 111 attL"mpt lo gl!t th<! 
terminal 1eopened. Kre1sky rl!Jt:i:tetl Mrs. l\kir's 
proposal. AustriJ !eels that the U111t.:d StJtl!s and 
other countries should he doing more! to aid th<!. 
refugees 
WASHINGTON-The U.S. SenJtc vot<!d 54-42 
Tuesday to appropriate 1.2 billion in aid to 
foreign countries. The amount is $4GO million lt:ss 
than the similar House measure!. SJOO million less 
than the White! House request. but greatly aoovl! 
two previous Senate proposals. At debate is 
allocations for lndoChinesc reconstn11.:t1011. 
HELSINKI. Finland-Leg.:ndary long distance 
runner Paavo Nurmi died Tut!Sday at the age of 76. 
Nunn) was an international and Olympic sup<!rstar . ) 
of the nin{teen twenties. 
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Frye: Collcert Jeoparfl.y 
. ( . . . . . 
By Barbara Sheldon 
"If 1,000 tickets are not sold 
by Friday, the promoter of the 
Livingston Taylor and David 
Frye concert schediiled for 
October 13th, has threatened to 
cancel," Lloyd Ecker, chairman 
of the Student Activities Board, 
announced to the student 
congress representatives Tuesday 
night. The promoter is 
unfamiliar with Ithaca College's 
practice of purchasing tickets 
right before the concert. As a 
result the promoter is afraid that 
he might lose money. SAB is 
warning the student community 
that if a suffjcient amount of 
tickets are not sold for this 
concert by Friday, it may not be 
held. The first thousand tickets 
are going for $2.SO. All tickets 
will be $3.50 after Friday. 
~"l) 111ilflr:,:co-
Arc you aware tlpt Ithaca 
College has a Student Advisory 
Council to the Health Center? 
The purpose of this Council is to 
provide a link between the 
students and the Health Center 
Staff. We have found I.C.'s 
Health Center to be very 
interested and open-1J1indcd to 
.. student ide~s. They are always 
willing to help with any problem 
you might have. 
Beginning last year, the 
students on the Advisory 
Council met once a week with 
Dr. Hammond in order to 
answer questions or comments 
that would be published in a 
weekly . column. To further 
student involvement in an aspect 
of college life that provides vnal 
services, wc arc establishing the 
weekly column in this paper. 
Onc of the Council's m'ain 
objectives is to provide you with 
a means to inquire about our 
,,. 
., 
Also, SAB announced that 
Norman Mailer, author of a 
controversial biography of 
Marilyn Monroe and many best 
sellers, .will be appearing on 
campus.October 23rd. 
. On Friday a newsletter .was 
mailed to 1 20 colleges and 
universities in New York State 
to· inform them of the New York· 
Student Lobby. At the moment 
the Student Lobby is evaluating 
its plans to hold a moratorium 
demonstration in New York City 
in November. As an alternative, 
they were considering a formal 
meeting with the assembly in 
Albany where they will presen. 
their petition and their 
arguments for the repeal of the 
recently passed marijuana laws. 
Until a formal decision is made 
at the intrastate conference to 
be held here at Ithaca College 
next weekend, the Student 
L_obby will continue 
organizational plans or the 
demonstration in New York' 
Cit Student Congress also 
voted to establish a new 
committee, the ·Faculty Course 
Evaluation Committee, which 
shall be compiling a booklet for 
all students listing courses, 
faculty, readings, and critiques 
for the entire campus. This 
booklet will not be available to 
the student body before May 
1974, but Student Congress has 
allocated $ 100 to William Jaffe, 
the cfiairman of this new 
committee., to begin research for 
the booklet. 
CAYUGAN, AT LAST 
Just before this d·ate, on 
October 20th, The Cayugan, the 
Ithaca College yearbook shall be 
distributed on. campus. Due to 
the loss of the sports section in 
the mail, the book was delayed 
at the publishers. 
ii $1,ot in tlJe ilrm 
Health Center as w~ll as question 
about any health-related issues 
. or problems. 
Once again, we will meet each 
week and try to answer your 
. questions and comments as best 
as we can. You may send 
questions and opinions to: 
Student Ad-Council, Box K-31 
Egbert Union, they need not be 
signed. 
********* . 
The H.C. is open daily (M~F) 
from 7:30 a.m. to I :30 p.m. 
There are always nurses on duty 
and they will be glad to see you 
fol' any medical problem that 
you might have. Appointments 
can also be made to see a doctor 
if ne~essary. 
The H.C. is open at night 
FOR EMERGENCIES ONLY 
From 7 p.m. to '9 p.m. there is ~ 
cold clinic. Other than that, any 
mea1ca1 problems that can ·wait 
should ,come the next mor~ing. 
The H.C'. is· working for' you 
and if these hours can be 
maintained then there will be 
mor_e time to see everyone . 
********* 
Did you know that if you are 
sick of your roommate, or just 
need a little peace and quiet you 
can check into the Health 
Center? In addition to being able 
to s~~y 6v~.might · in the 
infirmary' the,e ,, ar~ beds set 
aside for resting purposes during 
the day. The next time that you 
feel you_ could use this type of 
facility, feel free-to do so. 
Again, we encourage you. to 
write to ·us with your questions 
and comments. 
Student Advisory 
Council Members: 
Nancy Carrey 
Walt Leiding 
Cindy Miller 
Beverly Clarke 
Lisa Westbrook 
Crisis Center/·on Campus 
Durmg the last school year 
the Cnsis Center received 300 
calls which w.:rc handled by 
tht:1r twelve! staff members, ten 
women, and two males. At the 
l!nd of tht! year the mcmbers of 
th<! staff requested that they be 
relocated on campus. 1The 
primary reason that they had 
decided to be off-campus was to 
provide crash facilities to those 
students that desircd them. but 
this did not prove to be in large 
demand, and the-Health Center 
also offers this service to the 
student. 
Right now the Crisis Ct!nter is 
located ·off the lobby of Dorm 3 
on the upper quad. There arc 
beds for those who stm desire to 
crash somewhere other. than 
their room. TV and beverages 
arc availabk as well as good 
eonversat.ion. -
"The staff members are there· 
to listen .and to care. They are 
willing to be a friend to those 
that need tht!m." said Dave-. 
'Knowlt;Q'n. co-ordinator of. 
Student:.Activities. 
_:~~t,.~-:~~~ 
Dave's co'nccrn is the 
increasing abyss created b,y the 
mid die class philosophy of 
independence and lack of need 
of others created by our existing 
society. The predominance of 
negative thinking an ct· 
rationalization lead an individual 
to "lose the full meaning of 
friendship." · ' 
The Crisis Center exists not 
only for social purposes, but also· 
for academic and legal hassles. 
Dave would like for any student 
to call up, ask for the zip code 
of Schenectady, and get an 
answer, or know w!Jere to get an 
answer. 
The hours of the Crisis Center-
arc 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. seven days a 
week. Each staff member 
averages IO~~ hours a week 
training and ~ h·ours a week· 
supervision: These are voh:inteers, 
from among the student body./ 
who __ receive no 'pay and no 
credit. Plans are in process. for a 
cours1:. .. to: b~ added ·-to the 
present curriculum entitled -
"Crisis Management_". Since 
'•,\ 
- '-.. ,. '·_ .. ' 
September 1st of this year, the 
Crisis Center has received 145 
calls. They are very pleased with 
the warm relationship they 
maintain with the He-alth Center 
and have only words of praise. 
All contact with the Crisis 
Center remain confidential, as 
do a list of staff members whose 
names have been witi1held as a 
resuit from this article. The 
Crisis Center is for anyone and 
everyone for any and every 
reason. They are there to listen 
to 1 you. 
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COMMENT Superstar 
By Steve Swartz 
J. Walter Thomp.son, Inc. is. one of the biggest 
advertising agencies in the· world. A_ ).ist of its 
clients reads like the Christmas list of someone 
who's buying the American dream. Their jingles 
have become part of a: poetry primer or the 
masses; we remember them, whether we liked 
them or not-whether we bought the product or 
n~. . 
(All the following can't be credited to JWT. Let 
us think of JWT, however, as we would think of 
religion: an all-inclusive term.) , 
Theres a dove in my kitchen 
,A tiger in my tank · 
I'd walk a mile for a Camel 
_And get precious little thanks. 
* * * STP gives the racer's edge 
While Edge gives the protective shave 
Jvory is the soap that's soft and pure 
Spray both sides and be Sure. 
• "' * 
In the past few days, we've seen a disciple of 
JWT rising to a threatening occasion. Spiro Agnew, 
former Baltimore County exec and this 
H.R. Haldeman was an executive for . JWT 
before he became an executive for us. 
The Selling of our le~ders, our -11rmy, and 
ourselves has been discussed before; but the 
.merchandising continues. And so do the slogans, 
the catchphrases that serve as simple fronts for 
one's version of the truth. 
It is possible, in these d·ays of JWT Superstar, to 
defoliate a country and "call it a "Protective 
reaction strike." Like ring around the collar, it's 
sticky, but it sells. "Peace with honor" was big for 
a while, till it died out (the Saigon office is still 
using it though, with moderate success.) How 
about "Four more years?" "Toughing it out?" 
"Backing someone 100%?" Did you buy any of 
that? 
Living and Learning Center - Part. 2 
administration's Ed McMahon, has been toughing 
it out-using as a guide. The Ten Commandments 
as handed llown by JWT. He has been strong and 
inean at times ("If indicted, I will not resign."), 
almost jovial at others. (the week-end rest at Frank 
Sinatra's home in Palm Springs did him a world of 
good.) ' 
Could it be, as is the case with President Nixon 
that Spiro will wind up guilty with honor? Wili 
that million dollar smile, so important to JWT, 
remain radiant on Spiro's face? Has 1973 become 
"a very bad year" for JWT Republicans, rendering 
1976 null and void. 
A lot remains to be seen. There 1s a crucifixion 
in the works. Spiro's cross might bare a Greek with 
no present and very little future; but, and this is 
very important, there's still a lot of white left in 
his bite. And, Watergate and worry creases aside 
Dick Nixon can still gleam with the best of them'. 
It's been reported that a former Superstar made a 
miraculous comeback, so watch out for a 
thouroughly modern millenium-w1th JWT at the 
fore, going for the long bomb and the score. 
Idealism Guides Plans for Landon Dorin 
By Rob Hale 
There is a great deal of idealism involved in the. 
creation of the Living-Leaming Center. This 
idealism extends beyond the isolated experiment 
of the Living-Learning Center and into the realm 
of community building, an ambitious field to say 
the least. 
1n compiling information for "this article, I 
talked with English· professor David Gooding who 
is. on_e' of '·fhe .- original patrons of the 
Living-Learning idea in the center for Individual . 
and _ lnterdisciJ?linary_ . Studies,. Math professor 
Panna Kalkarn11, who together with her husband 
Ashok, lives in Landon Hall--as .it's head resident 
advisor, and with Don Runyan who is coordinator 
of student life at Ithaca College. 
-Each person concerned with the 
Living-Learning dorm expressed hopes that it 
would gain a certain amount of autonomy and 
ability to decide and amplement it's own affairs. A 
greater amount of individuation and personal 
freed.om of expr •sion for the student is another 
of the project's 1 .)als. It is felt that students who 
can mold a living situation to fit their own needs 
and reflect their own personalities by investing 
something of themselves in it, will hopefully be 
able to feel more at home and more unity with the 
college experience. It is felt that the autonomy 
principle would make the dorm members more 
reliant on each other to get things done thus 
inducing a spirit of cooperation rather tahn the 
unconstructive position of having tc.ask favors of 
a parental administration. 
The most emphasized purpose of the center is 
to decrease the distance between people, to 
dissolve barriers, bring them closer together, and 
help communication. This purpose ·applies not· 
only between students, but also between f a.cl!ltY. 
students and faculty, and students·and· 
administration. 
It is hope that the Living-Learning Dorm will 
not only be a more soci_ally active place to live but 
that some of the social interaction will be 
educational. This is the reason for the academic 
classes which meet in the dormitory building, and 
also for the student initiated classes and projects 
which are encouraged by the dorms organizers. 
. Panna Kalkarni, the head resident of Landon 
Hall, is an indispensible link in the educational 
design of the Li\ling-Learriing Center. A5 head 
resident and faculty member, Panna helps bridge 
the gap between students and their teachers, which 
so commonly exists, but serves no educational 
1.dn $11/v(!dor, Anyone? 
CORNING' N.Y. San 
Salvador Island in the Bahamas 
will be the site of undergraduate 
field courses in environmental 
studies from November to June. 
Openin~ are available in 14 
courses and one independent 
study· project on San Salvador, 
easternmost of the Bahamian 
islands and the site of the I 492 
Columbus landing_ in ·the "new 
world". . ·--
An upstate New York 
consortium, tlie College Cenfer 
of the Finger, Lakes, 
headquartered in Corning, is 
sponsoring the -studies on San 
Salvador for the · third year. 
_CCFL is operating its Bahamian 
campus on invitation of the 
Bahamiam Government. 
According to a spokesman, 
stutlents should work ouf the 
choice of studies through their 
appropriate campus · office. 
Application forms are· ·available•· 
af the CCFL headq!,liuters in 
Cqrning. 
Studies are scheduled for each 
of ' ·six . blocks ·or. ·.time· . -
9ecember, :Jan4ary ,- · February, 
M·a·r-ch·,. _,.A.p.i:il-May., · and 
May-June. Studeriis.,rnay- ·enroll 
iii:J>ne; cou,se a ·month,. or in_ a 
~nce,o.Lnionllis, or for the 
d~.tifplettr·- semester on . San 
Salwdor· · .-·,•. -.. , -" ·: ·· ,. · · · · 
. . ~ _. . ~ . . . . 
An all-emcompassing fee for 
tuition, room and board, and 
instructional costs will vary 
according to course length. Total 
charges for a four-week course, 
for example, will be $372 and 
$548 for six weeks. 
Students will be based at 
former u_s. Naval Facilities 
locate~ at Grahams Harbour on 
the 12-mile long island. Flights 
to San · Sal'yldor will leave fr0m 
Ft. Lauderdale. 
CCFL Bahamian studies 
Offered in December will be 
the following field courses: 
Ethnomusicology;-- Bird Study, 
and Tropical Botany, each for 
four credit hours. 
January offerings include 
Marine Geology; Marine Biology, 
and Psychological 
Anthropology, again· for four 
crei:lit hours each. 
To be held in February arc 
Paleontology, Community 
Health, and Historic 
Archaeology I, each for four 
credits. 
March will be the month for 
Community Study, 
Environmental Chemistry, and 
Historic Archaeology ·u, also for 
four credits each. 
Two six-week offerings will be 
available in April-May 
. · Independent Study in Ecology" 
and Art Research and Study. Six 
credit hours will be awarded for 
each study. 
In May-June, Prehistoric 
Archaeology, __ offered i.!1 four 
options, will be held. Credit 
hours will depend on the 
number gJ weeks a studenf • 
elects to study. 
. -~~~---.... . . .. ' .............. . • • 
-~ ....... . 
...... .. 
purpose. Panna endeavors to become a true 
member of the student's society while still 
fulfilling her role as a teacher. Panna says she seeks 
to understand people, that she wants to help make 
them foci their own ability to grow. Panna speab 
of how people so often build for themselves such a 
small, limited world. She would like to assure 
them that the world is not so small; "So much can 
be done ... " 
Don Runyan said he would like to se·e th_e 
sLUdents in the Living-Learning Center have more 
fr~edom to crca te their own environment, and one 
of'the ways he had seen this ,!lone at other scho~ls, 
though it was not part of the proposal for Landon 
Hall, is called a cooperative learning arrangement. 
The distinguishing feature of a cooperative dorm is 
that all of the services necessary to keep the dorm 
running are performed by tht! dorm members 
themselves. The students then become responsible 
for their own garbage disposal, their own linen, 
cleaning and maintenance of their entire building 
and other mundane chores for which they will 
have to eventually fmd a place in their life. Don 
said that a cooperative , dorm might be less 
expensive to the college than a conventional dorm, 
but he wasn't sure if it could work at Ithaca. 
(To be continued next week') 
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Marquise Heart 
COME SEE ALL OUR FINE, UNUSUAL DIAMONDS 
Patten's Jewelers 
188- Pleasant Grove Rd. 
Open Tuesday thru Saturday 
lOa.m. to 5 p.m. 
_Evenings by Appointment 
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. Drugs 
So what? What good will more lines in the ledger do for the 
person in need of drugs? People, too many unfortunately, do need 
drugs. They need them to make their life liveable, or just because it 
makes them "high", get& 'em happy. Why is it that so often people 
criticize other people for being happy, not just those using drugs, 
but those "using" other things as well? Why do they try to take 
away other peoples' happiness? 
Sure, drugs arc artificial, they make people do weird things. Some 
drugs, li_ke heroin, arc definitely detrimental to the users and society, 
as they make Junkies their slaves, causing them to rob and corrupt. 
Some, like grass, have not yet been proven to have any more 
deletenou~ effects than the legal drug, alcohol. So who draws the 
line'1 Why drJw a line'! ls a hne going to do away with the problem? 
ll the people have this desire to "get high", what good are laws 
cxcep t for repression of the desire? They do not do away with the 
dcsirc, they just try to submerge it, make the user hold the urge in. 
D.A. Sullivan, in his WICB press conference last week, even said that 
what 1s needed 1s an alternative to drugs themselves, not laws or 
self-help programs. 
If we are to eliminate all the things that make men do crazy 
things, we would have to do away with not just drugs and alcohol, 
but things hke poht1cal office, and a profit-oriented economy. Hell, 
for that matter, we should do away with sex'! 
What we need 1s not new laws, but an alternative. 
To the Editor: 
Several peop!e have asked n1e 
whether I wrote the letLcr 
concerning the Mieczkowski 
Affair which appeared m the last 
Ithacan. I did not. That is not 
my style. I al!I not "Fearfully 
Anonymous." 
E.W. Terwilliger 
To the Editor: 
To Faculty and Administration 
and members of the Tower 
Club: 
After two years as President 
of the Tower Cluh Board and 
with one year remaining in my 
term as a member of the Board, 
I have submitted my resignation 
both as a 111em her of the 
governing body and a!-. an active 
member of the Club. I have 
taken this action as my only 
direct 111eans of protesting thc 
unilateral decision of the ('ollcgc 
Budget Committcc to do .iw.iy 
with the absorbed grntu1ty for 
niemhcrs of the Towcr Club 
The Board wa!-. informed 111ne 
months ago that such a plan wa!-. 
undc1 consideration. No action 
wa!-. t.1ken a!-. the Board hclleved 
that s,1me L'Onsultat1on would he 
undcrt:1"en with 11~ bcfo~c 
1mplL'lllent1ng ~uch an 
undcrtak111g. In May. we wcrc 
told thJt thL· absorbed gr,1tu1ty 
was 111dced no longe1 ,1 p;1rt ol 
the hudgct. 
As l'res1dcnt of the Club ,ind 
with the una111111ous app1oval ol 
the Board. I wrotl' Provost 
Darrow pllltest1ng tl11s aL'l1on. 
listrng thL· reason~ lor ou1 
opposition and requesting .i 
mccting with thL' Budget 
l'lan11111g Co1111111ttce ,111d/or the 
Bud gel Opcratmg. ( 'om1111llcc I 
rece1vcd no an~wcr. 
The July hills to Towe1 Club 
members conta111cd. 1n add1twn 
to thc · senlt'stcr h1ll111g tor 
membership, .i "terse mess,1gc 
revealing the demise o! the 
ahsorbcd gr.itu1ty. 
The Buard met in rea..:tion to 
this announccmcnt and agJm 
requested ;1 meding with the 
Provost. The requested mccting 
was held ,on August I !it and the 
administrative view of thc 
absorbed gratuity and that of 
the Tower Club Board were 
completely aired. 
After tlus 
Administration 
meeting 
evolved 
the 
the 
questionnaire which was sent to 
all active faculty and 
administration members of the 
Club outlining administrative 
reasons for dropping the 
absorbed gratuity but presenting 
none of our arguments for 
retaining the same. 
These reasons are as 
follows: 
I ) The dues of 
the Club were raised 40% 
only last year. For those 
who use the '-Club with 
some frequency, the' 
absorbed gratuity helped 
offset this increase. 2) The 
I oss of the absorJ?ed 
gratuity constitutes a 
hidden second increase in 
members dues. 3) The loss 
of the absorbed 
gratuity--thc only 
remaining "fringe benefit" 
for Club members-would 
he su fficicnt reason for 
many mcinbers to drop 
their affiliat10n with the 
Clu h. 4) The Board feels 
that ~he amount of money 
involved 1n paying the 
ahsorhcd gr.it 111ty of 
111c111bcrs 1s minimal 
compared to the economic 
loss involved with 
termination of 
111 c 111 h er:-.h1 p of any 
cons1dcrable number of 
faculty or ,nl1111111stration 
me mhers. 
On August 31 I wa~ told by 
Provost Darrow th.it I would 
rL·ce1ve a letter llom !us office 
( "probably the following 
Monday") concerning the 
actions taken rcgardmg the 
;.ibsor.bcd gratuity. No letter was 
· forthcoming. 
At the first Chairman's· 
mect111g on September II, 
Provost Darrow mformed me 
that I would receive a letter 
concernmg the rL·cons1deration 
of Jdmi111strat1vc actwn on the 
absorbed gratuity. No lc:tter has 
:•rrivell. 
This letter t11erefore makes 
my resignation from Board and 
Cluh official and is an 
cxplanat1011 of the status of the 
absorbed gratuity at the Tower 
Club. 
Sincerely, 
Dooglas H. Armstrong 
... ~ : 
,. 
Drawing the Line 
. f0R 
\)\\\II~ 
Dear Editor, 
I am very concerned with the 
amount of school spirit shown 
on this campus. Football games 
Just seem to be a place to meet 
and socialize. Very few people 
arc there to watch the game and 
help cheer their own team on to 
victory. 
The only bit of spirit I have 
seen in my two years here has 
been on the part of Delta Kappa 
Fraternity. They go to the game 
and cheer our team on, as well as 
individual friends. It shows that 
at least some-one cares about our 
outcome on the' field. But Delta 
Kappa is very_ few in ratio to the 
amount of students on campus. 
To me: 'it seeins very sad that so 
few people can attend a football 
game and have fun while 
cheering on their own team. 
Last year, I attended many of 
the away games and the amount 
of spirit shown at other schools 
makes us look "sad". The 
majority of schools have ten 
cheerleaders, at least, and have 
people there that will cheer with 
them. 
Another thing that bothers 
me 1s with the great music 
school we have here, why can't 
we have some mus1i:al spirit as 
well? Even if we can't have an 
entire marchmg band, why can't 
we at least have a few music 
1rn1Jors who arc willing to get 
together a small band to play 
some type of fight song? · 
My thanks and 
congradulat10ns go to Delta 
Kappa Fraternity and their 
spirit! Keep up the good spirit 
and I hope someday that more 
people will join you. 
Thank you, 
Yvonne Petrolawicz 
ED-NOTE. Co11ccm111g rhe 
lack 11} ··musical spirir ·· a£ 
foorha/1 games. rhe hea1•y work 
load o/ £hi! music mpJor should 
he considered. 71,ey usually have 
ro .1pe11d a hour 4-5 hours a week 
per class pracricing. Also. what 
would normally be three-credit 
courses. /or rhem are only one 
credH so rltar rhey can fit more 
co11rses so rltar 'rhey can fit more 
co11rses 111 w tlieir curricula. /11 
shvrr. ir should be realized rhat 
( /t (' 11/ II S I C nz a J O I" j ll S t 
rraditionally lacks rhe time 
needed ro ,Pllf rogether a 
111-archi11g band. 
The rime the1• alread1· pur in 
praaicing does ;wt real(~· incline 
or allow rhem to add such an 
· endearor to their toad. 
Food 
Once again, we are hearing the same complaints about : Saga's 
food ·as we were hearing about CMI's last year, and Saga's before 
that. 
Some of !ihese complaints like greasy or starchy food seem to 
come with in~titutionalized cooking. These will be heard nd matter 
w~o the food service is, or what the food service does. Food cooked 
for the masses is as a rule, reviled by the masses. People love to 
bitch about food. It is safe and ·ripe for attack. 
Other complaints, such as the absence of "special nights" will 
have to be disregarded for 'the circumstances in the present food 
market preclude them. 
Even so, a food service can be takeri to task for overly repetitious 
menus, as Saga has, or mismanagement, as CMI was. The students 
should always be aware and critical of food service policies which 
the company and not "the student seems to profit by. They should 
make sure they're getting their money's worth, that they're getting 
the food they're paying for. It's costing them $35 'more this year. 
Has ·the service been kept at the quality level that the $35 'was meant 
to insµre? 
But, above all, what the students should determine, is are they 
bitching just for. bitching'~ sake, or do they have real cause to 
complain? If they do have cause to complain, then they have a cause 
for action. Otherwise, if they don't do something about it, they're 
just wasting their breath, and time,,in airing their views. 
To the Editrr: 
Living here this year has 
backed up this opinion. The 
people in Valentine are for the 
most part friendly, and the first 
week would have been awful in 
terms of getting to campus and 
moving in, had it not been for 
the rides, hammers, tacks, and 
other helpful offerings which I 
fou11d to be the rule rather than 
exception. The girls on my floor 
In the first article of Rob 
Hale's series on the 
Living-Learning dorm, (Ithacan 
Sept. 27) l)of. Gooding is 
quoted as saying that dorm 
living is a "hostile" way of life. 
While I admittedly have not had 
vast samplings of dorm life 1 
would like to take exception' to 
th at generalization, for such it 
is. 
are among the nicest bunch of 
people I've met, and when I 
come back from campus or a trip 
home I feel glad to be in the 
dorm. Dorm residents · have 
shared their suppers with me. 
They've taken rite grocery 
shopping. 
Last year I visited two dorms, 
Hilliard for a few days, and 
Valentine for a week at a time, 
twice, in the spring. While I was 
not impressed by the 
environment-in_ the Upper Quad 
Domi,. I f ou'tld - the atmosphere 
of Valentine· fo be unusually 
friendly. It seemed a nice way to 
live-, and on the strength of thost; 
visits I chose Valentine as my 
first choice for housing. 
Valentine is perhaps unique. I 
am sorry that anyone has to f I 
their life style to be hostile. I 
glad to be able to say that I fo 
mine to anything but that. 
' 
---· •' \ 
Elisa Meredith Nazele 
Valentine Dorm, Room 20 
CORRECTION 
In the lthacan's article on 
A. Sullivan last week, only 
o newspapers, Cornell's Daily 
m and the Ithacan. covered the 
ent, not three as stated. Also, 
1e conference was aired 
londay night on WICB-FM, not 
~M which the report said. 
______ __.I~ 
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If-
'contimied from page one, 
tllrgum '?rossword 
. multiply-talented (though now 
defunct) Colloseum; jazz 
influenced but definitely rock 
based. Obviously enjoying 
themselves greatly, If sifted 
through a wealth of material to 
bring us assorted songs from 
. each of their five lps. Those that 
did not f.avor music of If left 
early, leaving only the more 
di~hard music and If fans. The 
audience thus became far more 
apprt;ciative as the set wore on. 
This otherwise serious evening 
held its share of lighter moments 
as well. Celebrating an honor 
recently bestowed on drummer 
Cliff Davies, who, on at least one 
occasion, has. swam the ~nglish 
Channel, the group btQUght 
forth a bottle of cham·pagne. 
Following the uncorking and a 
passing around of the bottle, the 
hypothesis that, well, ah yes, 
"boys will be boys" was put to a 
most thorough test. And yes, the 
theory held up quite well, thank 
you. 
The group's organist, in full 
control of the bottle (and 
showing some athletic ability as 
well), skillfully aimed its 
well-jostled contents at several 
members of the band before 
torning his undivided attention 
to the audience. Needless to say, 
people in the front few rows got 
quite wet. 
The audience also found a 
good deal of enjoyment in the 
drumstick acrobatics of Davies 
during an incredible drum solo 
on the last number, pn~mpting 
great audience appreciation and 
bringing the group back for one 
encore. 
In summation, If is a band 
that has undergone numerous 
personal changes. Some of them 
qpparently quite recently. Each 
individual member of the band, 
however, proved to be quite 
individually talented in their 
work. Given some more time 
playing together If, should. be 
able to maintain the high quality 
music they have given us to date. 
My Maria Released 
By Glen Farkel 
My Maria -- B.W. Stevenson -- RCA 
What looks like overalls and flannel shirts 
topped with lots and lots of hair? Wouid you 
believe a country-rock singer named B.W. 
Stevenson? 
Up until this past summer, Stevenson wa·s 
known primarily in East Texas. That in itself is no 
little feat. East Texas has produced its share of 
greats in the past all the way from Hank Williams 
to Janis Joplin. Stevenson is not quite ready for 
that stature yet but watch out, with the release of 
My Maria he is rising fast. 
Stevenson tried to receive nation3:l recognition 
tlus p'ast summer with the release of Shambala. 
Unfortunately for him Three Dog Nigh_t released 
the same song as a single at about the same time. 
The rest is history. 
Not easily discouraged._ Stevenson released 
s10gle of My Maria shortly thereafter. With this 
song Stevenson is finally acheiving his long awaited 
national acclaim. I'm sure the boys at the home 
office were more than relieved to see ·Stevenson's 
fourth album making the charts. 
The two featured songs on the album sound so 
much alike that it is hard to distinguish the two. 
On My Maria and Shambala Stevenson's howling 
yodel adds an effect that would be almost 
unpossible. to duplicate. While Shambala lacks the 
polished sound associated,with Three Dog Night, it 
is given a much more pungent, down-home flavor 
by Stevenson's rendition. The title cut provides 
not only a suitable ground for Stevenson's talents 
but also those of lead guitarist LarrY Carlton. 
The rest of the album is a real potpouri of songs 
from rambunctious boogie music to more pensive 
ballads culminating in Stevenson's ·own Pass This 
Way which is a very nice way to end an album.-
Larry Muhoberac does an outstanding jo~ on. the 
keyboards and the back-up musicians contribute' 
greatly .to the overall effect of the album. 
If you're into country-rock and have. not yet 
been introduced to B.W. Stevenson, you'll find My 
Maria tci be a pleasant a~ilition to your record-
coJlection. ' 
.J • 
~ E ward Julius, 
9 10 11 12 13 14 
Targum CW73-17 
ACROSS 
Metal support in 
fireplace 
8 Social o~tcasts 
15 Bloody slaughter 
16 Feeble-mindedness 
17 Produces 
18 Beginning to 
develop 
19 Ephrafm's grandson 
20 Group character-
i sties 
22 Actor - Ray 
23 Subject of "South 
Pacf fi c" song 
24 Sheet music 
notations 
25 Part of the head: 
Sp. 
26 French season 
27 "- Ding Dong 
Daddy •.. " 
28 Ga<f's son 
29 Feudal slave 
31 Dwarf of folklore 
33 Fonnerly (a.rchaic) 
34 Inscriptions 
31.. George Eliot 
character 
· 40 Consurnf ng 
44 Chemical suffix 11 Victims of the 
45 So-called Spanish Conquest 
49 Damage 12 Artist's stu~io 
50 Creole fried cake 13 Holds back 
52 Prophets 14 Delayed action on 
53 - pieces something 
54 "It's -"(Fields 21 Comicality 
· flick) 30 Swamp 
56 B1,1llfight cry 31 "The Harvey -" 
57 College subject (movie) 
58 Watergate - 32 Fencing swords 
60 - and -(early 33 Superlative suffix 
dwellers) 35 - soup 
62 Italian dish 36 Possessed 
63 Calmer 37 Grim and horrible 
64 Above water 38 Rearranged word 
65 Infinite 39 Free from pain 
41 - Coca 
DOWN 
l Agrees to 
2 Tell a story 
3 Visionary 
4 Foolish 
5 Stool pigeon 
6 Pointed arches . 
7 Young bird 
8 View in all 
directions 
9 Gather together 
10 Musical note (pl.) 
42 Indigenous inhab-
itants 
43 Food vendors 
46 Soviet politician 
47 Snakelike fish 
48 Broadway show 
51 0Ae's entitled to 
- trial 
53 Russian city 
55 Boxing tenn (pl.) 
57 Fat 
59 - de France 
61 Lair 
answer, page thirteen 
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$ I0,000 GRANT 
. ' 
Stephen Schneeweiss, Vice Provost for Research Admiriistrati~~ at 
lt~a~a Collc~e, _has been awarded a $10,000 grant for the purpose of 
wntrng, pubhshmg and disseminating a monograph on the training of 
undergraduate health service administrators. The award, which is 
wonsored by the Departfl?eilt of Health, Education, and Welfare,. 
was announced by the Bureau of Health Manpower Education 
Schneeweiss will serve as a consultant to the project with Professo; 
~ue Gor~on, a Sc?ering research (ellow at the College. Also s~rving 
as a contributor will be Professor Harold Cohen Chairman of the 
Allied Health Services Program. ' 
al our Green Street entrance garage (outdoors, weather perm1tt1ng) 
.Why an· \\"l' ha,·111!! a !,!a rage ,ale'1 Bccau~c (kmolil 11111 
101 1hc l'arl-ing lb111p will ~0011 rake.place. wc·n· 
hl'l'll eka11111µ 0111 all 111<~ 11110k, an<l er:11111ic.,. Therl' 
will al"' hl· odd, ·11 l'IHI, ,olkcll'd lro111 our Bin!,!hamton anti 
0Wl'!,!O ,lorL·, Ml·rd1amli~c ,ollll' new. MHllc counlcr 
11h,l·d d1~pla, ,. Ii, lllll''· old lur <·oa1,. and 111ud1 mor<' ... \\ <'·re 
,1111 d1!,!glll1,? 
,\II ,all', I mal. 110 (kl I\,. 11,·, .. 1H1 !,!llara111 l'l''· hr,1 come. I ir~, 
,<·nnl l,;1,1,. lsm11<·d qua111i11c, 11:1 ,omc lll'III,. 111any 
an: 1111,• of a l,.intl. 
You c111 11,c , 11u1 Roi 1t,d11ld', ('h:1[!,!<'. Ma,1 l'r Char!,!<' 
or Baul-. Allll'l'll'anl 
ti few ext1mples 
Ridiculous prices 
ON TABLES. ODD CHAIRS. BEAUTY PARLOR SINKS AND DRYERS, 
FIXTUriES. LAMPS, WATER FOUNTAINS, ... THERE'S EVEN 
ONE ARM!;.[) MANNEQUINS. FADED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 
I 
EVERYTHING lor HALLOWEEN 
SS.00 ,HHI IIP ON BEAUTIFUL WHITE WEDDING GOWNS, 
AT THIS PRICE. YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO STAY SINGLF 
SS.00 ,111(1 lll) FOR OLD FUR COATS. 
THEY'VE BEEN IN OUR VAULT FOR YEARS ANO YEARS. 
OUTMODED ANO OUTDATED BUT THEY'LL KEEP YOU WARM 
S2.00 10 S~.00 101 AN ASSORTMENT OF ELECl RIC APPLIANCES ..... 
YOU'LL GET A CHARGE OUT OF THESE REG. S14·.9!i Ill S19.9!i 
10C to 25C tur ODD DISHES ANO GLASSWARE ..... 
GREAT GIFT IDEAS for thp PERSON WHO HAS EVERYTHING 
JUST $ J .00 will huy you ,1 LAST SEASON'S 
LEFT OVER CANVAS HANDBAG. REG. SS.00 
5(}'¼ oft ALL LAST YEAR'S TRIM THE TREE OEC_QRA.TIONS .. 
.. !JP.I an edfly start for this year's fes11v1t1es. -
' ' 
S3.00 to -SS.00 MEN'S sLAcKs. ooo coLoRs AND s1zEs ... 
YOU'LL FINO SOME GUY Tf:IAT THESE WILL FIT. RE.G.$8.0010$22.50 
··--, 0 ; .. • ', -~. ',, •, .-,H .... 0' ... :. ,,.·.:, ·;,• ., ..... 
;.,• 
• J, - •• ; ~. ; :; • '':• .. "'•":,•: .,.•, r 
· VegetariaR-Styl_e 
' ' 
clas.sifieds 
Cooking 
·: · · 'by Steve .l{avee · · I 
Perwnab 
FOR_SALE 
wanted To Bui,' 
A Pis For Rent 
ROOMMATES 
WANTED 
11 elp Wanlc:d 
LOST.AND FOUND 
Hhacaa 
: Crunchy Granola Recipe 
. ': Granola is a healthy snack that can be purchased at ,the usual 
: exorbitant food prices. However, like most of th~se foods, it takes 
·: about as much effort to buy it as it does to make it. It's a tasty: 
• munch food for those late· night hungrys and is delicious with milk't-
: and fruit for .breakfast. The ingredients are good sources of protein: 
: and vitamins, unlike packaged cereals that' have chemical nutrients:· 
: .pumped into nutritionless and heavily processed grains. All the: 
: necessary ingredients can be purcha_sed at the Ithaca Real· Food: 
: Conspiracy located in the basement of Quarry Dor:m. Save your: 
: stomach, support your body and make your own food. It's fun,•' 
: educational and besides;-it's good for you. :· 
• ½ CUP HONEY : 
: 3 CUPS OATS : 
: ·1 CUP WHE°AT GERM : 
: i CUP BUTTER : 
: t' CUP COCONUT (shredded) : 
: 1 CUP BARLEY (?RITS (soy grits or any : · 
: other type of grits may be substituted if : 
: you can't find barley grits). • 
• ½ CUP SESAME SEEDS : 
: l TABLE SPOON MILK. : ~ . . . 
: Mix all _the stuff in a big bowl making sure the honey coats: 
• evenly. Place the mixture on a cookie sheet, one layer .thick. This: £ allows even cooking and less time. Bake at 350 degrees until the: 
• edges are brown. Stir to avoid burning, especially if you could not: 
: find a cookie sheet and the stuff is all piled up. The baking· time can• 
: be as short "as 15 minutes but may be longer. This recipe is just a: 
:beginning. You can ado· a variety of nuts and other, grits and grain: 
• products. . : 
Familia 
2 Lbs. OATS 
1 TO 2 CUPS OF HONEY 
2 Lbs. MIXED NUTS 
2 Lbs. DRIED FRUITS ( raisin, apricots, prunes, pears, peaches) 
. . I Lb. WHEAT GERM 
MIX 
• 
·: Whew! That's a real lot of stuff. In fact if you follow this recipe 
:exactly, the amount will keep four people contented-for a month.: 
: But it's good food and really does build strong bodies twelve ways.: 
: You can decide how much you want to make and of course,: 
: creativity is again the key. - . : 
: Smasl:i non-descript cardboard bteakfast foods! . : 
-···•••ia••.!.•!'~······································· 
LOBBY 
continued from page one 
From the Master of Shock J 
A Sho~ng M~eee • 
Also on campus at Ithaca 
College at this time (Oct. 12) a 
benefit dance will be held in the 
Ben Light Gym. Admission to 
this sock hop will he $2.00 with 
. all proceeds going directly to the 
• Student Lobby. As of now, 
Albatross and Orleans are 
planning to provide, the sounds. 
·SAT. & SUN. OCT 6 & 7 
: T 102 
-:7:00· PM & 9:30 PM 
. :S>1~;i .. ·":: · · . · · ~-
' ','\.~ ...... ,' . ' \. .. 
•I 
_ _,. ,' ·., .... 
, . 
. ' 
These . funds as welt . as .: 
whatever else funds can · b~· ;. 
attained will h'elp finan~ 
transportation and expenses '-to 
New York City for the 
November. 9th moratorium. At 
the moment, the Student Lobby 
has a permit for Union Square, 
but they are in contact with the· 
Mayor's office to inquire about: 
Central Park ... 1his moratorium is· 
to demonstrate a show ._ of 
strength to the New York State 
legislature and its citizens. The 
Student Lobby is presently 
trying to arrange to have several 
big-name bands provide 0 
entertainment as well as 
prominent speakers. Hoping to 
learn from the experience.of the··. 
late l 960's. the Student Lobby, 
has been in contact with the . 
·United States National Student· 
Association to receive such 
pertinent information. 
. At the same ti,me, the Student 
Lobby is in the process of 
preparing a ,petition to present 
to .· the New York State 
legislature and Governor Nelson 
!fockefeller dealing specifically.· ... 1 
with. marijuana. The .J-obby shall··· .. 
be using - such reports as the· -J: 
President's Commission on Drug. :. · 
Abuse anct' that of The National ' 
Institute ·of Health. After the 
November show of strength in 
New York City·,· the. Stude~t' · . 
Lobby· · shall - ·revert_ to the .. 
community ' )t»fel to pre~ure· 
.assemblymen, ·and .motivate -the ·• 
. -. suJ)port of· the-,_ ·4thel'-lobbying . 
groups·in·Albany. ., ·.::"[~ 
• ~~ • ' ' H • 0• ~ 0 • 0 ; ,. r 
~ - ; . ·, . 
. ' ' .. . ,.. ~ 
• ' • ~ 'l • 
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CHANGE WfIHOUT~ TO 
ENTREES FOR LUNCH AND DINNER 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4 . 
Lunch 1. Hot Meat Loaf Sandwich with Mashed Potato 
· 2. Tuna Noodle Casserole 
3. Ham Salad Sandwich 
4. Jullene Sala<S Plate 
Dinner 1. Salisbury Steak with Mushroom Gravy 
2. Beef Pot Pie 
3. Polish Sausage with Sauerkraut 
FRIDAY, OC'rOBER 5 
.Lunch 1. BBQ Pork Sandwich on Sesame seed Roll 
2. Shepard's Pie 
3. Tuna Salad 
4. Egg Salad Sandwiches 
Dinner 1. Veal Scalloplnl 
·2. Batter Fried Fish 
3. Stuffed Cabbage Rolls 
SATURDAY,OCTOBER6 
Lunch 1. Grllled Hamburger on Bun 
2. Scrambled Eggs 
3. Cold Cut Sandwich 
Dinner 1. Charcoal Broiled Steak 
2. 10 oz. Chopped Beef Steaks 
3. Fried Shrimp 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7 
Dinner 1. ,Roast Turkey 
2, Spaghetti with Meat Balls 
HOME 
STYLE 
BY MOM 
• 
-• 
This week I promised to bring forth something 
with a foreign flare. There are, far too many 
countries I'd like to tap for you. Wha_t I've decided 
to do is give you an easy French roast and a 
Grecian salad. 
Some· of you have no idea how to roast a lamb, 
and this French variation (even if you find you 
don't care for it) will give you the basis for 
roasting a leg of lamb. 
LAMB FRAN<;AIS 
l leg of lamb 
Soy Sauce 
4 garlic sections 
Oregano 
Parsley Flakes 
Ground Black Pepper 
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Shav_e excess fat 
from the lamb. Clean garlic and cut into ½ inch 
pieces and make small slits in lamb (try to space 
therrn11i-over) and place a piece of garlic in each of 
them. 
Pour soy sauce over lamb, and rub it all over, 
untiLitis well coated. Shake the rest of the spices 
evenly over the lamb and rub them also into the 
flesh. 
Place on a broiling pan. on the rack. Fill bottom 
of the pan with water. Place in the oven and cook 
30 minutes for each pound. If you have a meat 
MONOAV, OCTOBER 8 
Lunch 1. Hot Dog on Bun 
2. Tuna Melt Sandwiches 
3. Macaroni and Cheese 
4. Juliane Salad Bowl 
Dinner 1. Baked Meat Loag with Gravy 
2. Pork Chops 
3. Grilled Beef Liver with Onions 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9 
Lunch 1. Grilled Cheese and GJllled Ham and Cheese 
:sandwiches 
2. Chill 
3. Hoagles 
4. Fruit Plate 
Dinner 1. Savory Baked Chicken 
2. Baked Lasagna 
3. Bacon and Vegetable Quiche 
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBERlO 
Lunch 1. Grllled Ruet:>en 
2. Spanish Rice 
3. Chicken-Cheese Melt Sandwich on English Muffin 
4. Cold Meat Salad Plate 
5. Cold Meat Sandwich _ 
Dinner 1. Large Hoagles with Tuna 
2. Chinese Petter Steak 
3
• Roast Beef 
COOKING 
thermometer it should register 175 when the lamb 
is done. 
***** 
This next recipe; since lamb is also a Greek 
specialty, goes extremely well with the preceeding 
recipe. 
ELINIKI SALATA (GREEK SALAD) 
l Head R<;>main Lettuce 
1 Head Iceburg Lettuce 
I Red Onion 
3 Tomatoes 
l sm. can Pitted Black Olives 
7 oz. jar Artichock Hearts in Oil 
6 oz. Feta1Cheese -
Olive Oil 
Vinegar 
Tear lettuce into pieces and toss together in a 
large salad bowl along with the tomatoes cut into 
wedges, the artichokes (drained) and the olives. 
Cut the onion into rings and place them 
decoratively oil top of the tossed salad. Crumble 
the cheese and sprinkle it evenly over the top. This 
salad can be served with the oil and vinegar poured 
over it or each individual can put on his own. 
***** 
This week I've talked about very basic- recipes. 
. How exotic is a roast and salad, even with an 
- international flare. Next week I'm going to get 
into some' real home baking with an autumn 
theme. Don't miss it. 
Ithaca College Students : 
,FRIDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHT 
-_ Sarf tllld tarf for,S.15 
S:00-10:30PM Char ,,·,· ·s:00-9:00PM 
ROD 
RODGERS 
DANCE 
COMPANY, 
at Cornell 
Lecture- Demonstration 
; 
October 11 8:15 p.m. 
Barnes Hall 
Concert Performa_nce 
OctQber 12 8: l S p.m. · 
Helen Newman Gymnasium 
Students $3 Others $4 
Tickets on sale 
• Willard Straight Hall 
1 Nippenose _in the De'Yitt Mall 
Ithaca College Student Union 
./ 
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MEYN APPOINTED 
Charles A. Meyn has been named the Coordinator for Research for 
Student and Campus Affairs at Ithaca College. The appointment was 
·announced by Constantine. Perialas, Vice President for Student and 
. Campus Affairs, who explained the M~yn will be "directing studies 
toward gaining a better understanding of the attitudes of the student 
body with the hope of finding out why students come to Ithaca 
College and why they continue as Ithaca students once they are 
here." 
The new research coordinator will be working with each Coordinator 
of Student Affairs to write and then update a five-year master plan 
i n s t u d e n t a f f a i r s . H e w i I I a c t .a s a I i a s o n 
APOLOGIES 
To the disappointed fans of "Oscar the Grouch": 
Mr. Carol Spinney did not know until the last minute that Oscar 
was needed in a recording session for the forthcoming Sesame Street 
album. Unfortunately we received no word of this conllict and 
expected his visit as planned many weeks in advance. He is still going 
to come to Ithaca College, sometime in November, after the 
Muppets get back from taping a Julie Andrews special in London. 
HEAL TH PROFESSIONS PROGRAMS · 
The Premedical Sciences Advisory Committee 1s sponsoring a ~enes 
of programs "New Vistas in the Health Professions·· which will focus 
on career information on the health professions by giving students an 
opportunity t o t a I k to practit10ners of the various professions 
about the opportunities available 111 their field and the educational 
preparation necessary. The first speaker, Dr. Burton Markowitz, is an 
optometrist in Ithaca and president of the New York South Central 
Optometric Society. All interested members of the Ithaca College 
community arc invited to bring their trays from the cafeteria line m 
Egbert Union to the De Motte Room between 12 .00 and I :00 on 
Monday October I, to share ideas and chat with Dr. Markowitz. At 
4:00 the same day in Science I I I Dr. Markowitz will talk on 
"Careers in Optometry". All interested persons arc invited to attend 
and to share coffee and doughnuts. Future programs are planned for 
Monday, October 29, with Dr. Scott Kempe, D0cto1 of, Po<liatric 
Medicine, and for Tuesday November I 3, with Dr. Alexander de 
Lahunta , Doctor of Vetinary Medicine. 
ATTENTION ALL CONCERT GOERS 
Opening concerts by the Syracuse Symphony 
Frederik Prausnitz, Music Director, Conducting 
1 CLAUDE FRANK, Pianist, Plays Mozart 
Thursday, October 4,_ 8: 30, Henninger 
Saturday, October 6, 8:30, Corcoran 
PLEASE NOTE: 
* The opening concert of the Saturday series will NOT take place 
on September 29. 
Coming Soon 
2 EILEEN F ARRELL,Soprano, Sings Wagner 
Thursday, October I I, 8: 30, Henninger 
Saturday, October IJ, 8:30, Corcoran 
FOR TICKERS AND INFORMATION: PHONE 471-0147 
BACH ORGAN RECITAL 
There will be an Organ Recital of Bach at St. Paul's Methodist 
Church, this Sunday at 8 p.m. St. Paul's 1s located at the corner of 
Court and Aurora Sts. Featured organist will be Gerald Wolfe. 
. TAOISM ON "PROBE" 
Taoism, a strain of Chinese philosophy and religion, and its relation 
to Christianity will be discussed by guest Jim Kelsey and "Probe" 
host Marty Nott Sunday morning at I 0:30 on WICB Radio. Each 
week "Probe" looks into all aspects of religion. Future programs will 
include prison chapcaincy, witchcraft & satanism, and mysticism as 
topics. 
" SPOTLITE ON NEW MUSIC" 
WlCB's "Spotlite" each week provides a sneak preview of the 
records that are about to become major hits. Listen with host Tom 
Hovey to the new music Saturday evenings at 10:00 pm on ICB FM. 
"SUNDAY NIGHT" 
A documentary, "What Happened on September 1st" will be 
presented on WICB's "Sunday Night" this week at 6:00 pm. Pam 
Kern takes a look at the implications of the revised New York State 
drug Jaws. Also featured is Tompkins County District Attorney 
William Sullivan discussing his position and feelings on the new 
legislation. Also, Ithaca travel agent Beverly Stone will talk'with 
Bruce Breslau about ways to cut travel costs on "Sunday Night 
Travels" also Sunday evening at 6:00. "Sunday Night Travels" each 
week provides a different aspect on the world of traveling. 
R.I.T. VISITS I.C. 
Ithaca College people are loo~ing to R.I.T. as a strong opponent for 
the Bombers in this week's home Varsity Football contest, WICB 
Radio will provide coverage of all the action starting at I :45, 
Saturday. And while you're listening, the ICB Sportsteam will keep 
you abreast on all the national collegiate scores during halftime and 
immediately following the game on the wrapup. 
Rick Weltz will have J.B. Little, Torn Sprague, and Bob Tinsley, all 
IC Varsity Football starters as his guests on WICB's "Inside Linc." 
The Thursday free-form discussion will talk about last weeks win 
over Cortland and the players' football philosophy. "Inside Line" 
invites you to call-in with your comments or suggestions Thursday 
night at 9 on WICB . 
'·'I:., 
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Fdscii,dting /Jut-
ldclting 
By Marc Shaeffer , 
Royal Gambit 1~ a fascinating play. The script 
itself takes the six wives Qf llenry the Eighth and 
make!, them six aspect!. 9f modern women. It takes 
a great king from Tudor l~ngland and portrays him 
as a conceited, arrogant, obnoxious, amusing and 
pitiful modern man. Professor John Gunning's 
reader's theater production of it is also 
foscmating ... hc has many creative facets working 
him throughout. hut it 1s not until the end of the 
third act that they all pull together and create an 
cnJoyablc !.how. 
l lenry views himsell as a man of 35 trying to 
lc;ivc Im mark on history hut "irrevocably tied to 
a woman." lie desires an heir. lie is confused 
about God. rcl1g1011, and his very subjects which 
he believe!. 111: ih sav111g. but who a.re m reality 
manipulating him. Po111posity and arrogance arc 
hi~ chief charac:tcri~t1c~ a!, evidenced whem he 
c~tahli~he~ hnn~df as the only living representative 
of (;od on earth. 
Kohert (irindlmger, 111 the title role, docs not 
4u1tc live up to the character. Often he seems to 
he tcll•ng the audience a story instead of being the 
;ill-powerful kmg. 1t is only w.hen he rages that he 
is a conv1nc1ng I lcnr-y. i\s the r,tay unfolds, he docs 
get heller so that by the time he collapses in the 
third act, one !eels th;it a k111g has died, and not a 
story tc Iler. 
·, Iii!, wivch lend able !.Upport hut not often 
enough. Cathy Lynch as Katanna of i\ragaon 1s 
easily the best of the six hpouses. She plays the 
dutiful. stable and very wise wife with an air ol 
nobility that sustains our !)clicf in her. 
i\nm: Boleyn, the haughty temptress who 
demands llcnry do everything for her. is 
convincing, ;ind Lc~lie 8l'rnstcin is quite g·ood as 
that clwracter. 
Shcvaun Keogh hah a slight problem. She is 
playing Jane Seymour, ::1 wife whose personality 
grows far loo l;,isl lor the time allotted her on 
st;.igc. She lh a rl'hL'rvl'd humanist who quickly 
become!, a p;,in1cky bridl' anti then ;,i repenting 
will'. i\h a rl'Sllll. l\,b. Keogh lh stiff and just nol 
real enough. 
Mari,111 l.l·.ihy prnv1des lhL' levity in her bnel 
scenes. i\s i\ nna ol Cleves. the not-so-heautiful 
wife llenry 1~ lorcl'd lo marry for political reasons. 
her coml'11;,ick~ .1rl' dcvn and her Liming 1s Vl'ry 
good. Shl' ,;hould havl' hl'l'll out lhnl' more 
Carol MillstL'lll dol's not have ,1 demanding part 
:1s Kathryn llow;1rd. lhl' maid who doesn't want 
lknry_ The othl'I pL·oplc play off her and she L~ 
1111c 111 her role 
Kall' l'ari. lknry\ la~l wife-. 1s the philosopltcr. 
well r,·atl. rl·alislll" .111d logkal. She too has ;,i short 
part hut carried hnsl'lf .1nd hl'r rok more than 
atlcquall'ly. 
Thl' stal,!lllg 1~ s1111plihl1<.:. suggestiVl' aml 
,·nhann·s the pl;1y. I hl' ~OlJntl dkds. most ot 
wl11ch arl' unnecl·~s.iry .. 1rL' :1n11oy111g al times. i\ls.Ll. 
:1nn,1y1ng 1,; th,· holding ol hl·nph Thl' lines ,lrl' all 
IIIClll<Hli'l'c.l. and lhl' scripts 'il'l'lll lo hl· lhne ,th .1 
crutch tor lhl· hantb. l\lovL'IJll'lll 1s kc·pl lo a 
min1111u111 and ,inly 1mport:ull gl'StlHL'S arL" 
111dudl0 c.l. 
The play , 1~ ·wl'!I sta!_!cd---;uHI provitles an 
cn1oyal~IL' 1'Vl'nmg al lthac;,i thl'atn. But this play 
gets better as lhl' eVL'mng lengthens, and on.: hop.:~ 
the con11ng tlr:1111a s.:a~on will do lhL' same. 
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Movies 
BANG_THE 
DRUM 
SLOWLY 
By Steve Swartz 
Bang the Drum s·lowly is a film about life and 
death, love and pain--set in the context of a 
baseball team's drive to the pennant. The 
moribund part of the film centers around a young 
man suffering a terminal disease-a malady none . 
too rare if one is to go by current movie and t.v. 
fare. But, although we've seen this theme explored 
again and again in recent years, never has it been 
done so poignantly. _ 
Bruce Pearson, a catcher who previously has 
only shown second string ability, as suffering from 
Hodgkin's disease. Henry "Arthur" Wiggen, his 
roommate on the road, the team's star pitcher and 
a ballplayer hot off the Tom Seaver prototype, 
determines that Bruce should not be allowed to 
die with a whimper. He· coaxes the team's 
management to keep Bruce up in the majors, -to 
give him a chance at-starting. Arthur, never before 
seeing much worth in Bruc·e ("You used t9 walk 
away from him at dinner," their manager tells 
him), sees something noble in the man's quiet, 
humble ~cceptance of his fate. "You could never 
play a joke on him-he was too dumb," Arthur 
laments. "Now the biggest joke of all was be_ing 
played on him." In Bruce's terminal disease, 
Arthur secs the tragic folly of all his actions: he is 
overwhelmed by the thought of how fleeting life 
is. One day you'rl! on top, the next day you're out 
of it. The athlete's nightmare: injured, washed up, 
out of the lime-light-a nobody. 
The film also succeeds in depicting realistically 
the trials and tribulations Qf a!team,und~rgoing a 
pennant drive. Vince Gard!!nia, as Dutch -the 
mai1ager, is, perfect as a Job in pinstripes: a man 
bclcagured hy team dissension, the mystery 
surrounding Arthur's insistence that Bruce stay on 
the team, and the ·normal but nerve-wracking 
-;---
duties of screaming: at umpires and player,. 
Gardenia is a master of controlled confusion; as 
when he yells at a player he is trying to cajole ou1 
of retirement: "You can't find a sub to teach your 
English class? What the hell-people speak English 
already." · 
The reactions of Bruce's teammates to the new, 
of his illness are similar-they serve almost as J 
satiric jab at our feelings about death. Players 
instantly stop kidding him, any reference to death 
in his presence prodµces grimaces and downward 
gazes (as if they were hiding something by that). 
But -the severity of his illness also serves as a 
catalyst i~ bringing the team together. The team. 
divided by petty quarrels and· back-stabbing at the 
beginning of the year, finds a new esprit de corp, 
when they learn about Bruce. Like Arthur, the 
team, sensing the nearnes~ of loss, is inspired to 
achieve greatness: to move closer to a kind ol 
immortality. They are driven by Bruce's presence. 
in the line-up into getting into the Series-into the 
record books. 
Robert de, Niro as Bruce is excellent: in h1, 
simple gestures, his desire to be loved (one scene, 
· in which he is in a great deal of pain, he asks 
Arthur to hold him. It is-a fine, bitterly human 
movement); his desire to excel in baseball, he· 
brings to life his role, and makes his death all the 
more h·arder to accep(. Michael - Moriarity, a~ 
Arthur, also turns in a fine performance. Like 
Bruce, he is also puzzled and hurt, but his rage i, 
more overt. He can articulate his pain more easily, 
but. in. the, end,:is ieft with<:nit an answer. w,~!king 
away from··Bruce's grave, Arthur wonders why no 
one else from the team went to the -funeral. He 
just can't imagine why. 
Bang The Drum Slowly is currently playing at 
the Strand Theater. 
Off tl,e T -sl,irts 
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-<r By Karen Sperling 
The tic-dying trend of a few years ago has found 
its way into the fine art1,-a showing of works done 
in ha tik ( the proper noun for the phenomenon~, as 
i1ow on display at the Ithaca House Gallery on 
North Plain Street. The artist, Mary Kelly, has 
added her own touch to. this art form. Instead of 
dipping the silk into dye, she uses a brush, painting 
in her desired design. The resulting effect from the 
paint seeping into the silk· is the creation of a 
sparkling translucence. ' 
I laving previously exhibited locally and in other 
states, Ms. Kelly's works haw most recently been 
sliown in Auburn. New York. She teacht::s painting 
at i\uhurn Community College and is presently 
serving as director for the Exhibition Lounge 
Gallery. 
Wlwn first en'tering the display room in the 
Ithaca House Gallery. the vivacious reds. oranges, 
;,inti lavenders hit the t"ye in a refreshing glow of -
color. Upon closer l.9ok, the viewer·realizes thest: 
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Into fl,e fJ.dllerie 
works are not simply 'colors -- being thrown 
together, but· planned and stylized suns, flowers, 
and pineapples. The glowing works have a greeting 
card effect which is mosi powerful. 
A second room contains a different facet of Ms. 
Kelly's creativity. Abstract water paintings 
comprising subtler colors are on view here. The 
technique Ms. Kelly uses is to pour oil paint onto 
water soaked canvases. Because water and 011 
·can't combine , interesting patterns are formed by 
their swirling around each ·other. Th~ resulJ is a 
Filamore East light show on canvas. · 
Ms. Kelly makes great use of the circle as the 
unifying ·element of" her water paintings. It is the 
stationary element among the swirls at· which. 
__., after travelling_ around the paper, the. eye can take 
11 rest. This makes her- more unsettled. ·p_aintings. 
settled. 
Ms. Kelley's show will be on display until 
October 13, and· the happinessit conveys can .be 
used by the sad of heart, depressed of mind~.,or 
actµall , anyone. · 
, . ,.,,m,..,,., 
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.funny thing about 
- I 
Lemmings· is ... 
By Fred Raker 
Lemmings is a very cle.ver satirical look at that 
infamous ·:gathering of the groupies" once 
referred to as Woodstock (Now known as 
Woodchuck). 
The National La~poon is responsible for 
Lemmings, which is currently being performed at 
the Village Gate in New York City. It has been 
running most successfully there since January 25 _ 
of this year. 
Lemmings, in case you were wondering (as I 
was), ar~ smal! rodents who make their home up in -
the arctic regio~s of North America and Europe 
These little rodents, who by the way multiply 
faster than an IBM computer, because of the 
overpopulation,_ starvation, plagues, and constant 
,1ttacks of owls and foxes, tragically engage 
themselves in mass suicide-often marked by a 
ntual-like procession out to sea. 
Members of the cast wrote the script, which 
rnclu~es a great c<;>llection of songs. Noteworthy of 
n!ent10n for then contributions are Christopher 
Gucst,Paul Jacobs and John Belushi. All relatively 
unknown, these and the other cast members will 
soon be heard of and seen in many more escapades 
111 the very near future. Additional material was 
submitted by regular Lampoon contributor, Sean 
Kelly 
The songs, the mainstay of the album were of 
course satirical in nature. But anyone who knows 
satire, surely knows they did have something 
rclev~nt to say. lmpersopations of James Taylor 
(Chnstopher Guest), Joe Cocker (Jc:ihn Belushi) 
and Bob Dylan (Christopher Guest)-among several 
others-were quite good (Being an impersonator I 
feel my opinion has some substance to it. So what 
if I have a tin ear!) and a pleasant added 
attraction. Special recognition goes to Alice 
Playten who was the golden voice of Goldie Oldie 
(Sin~ng, "Pizza Man"). She was just incredible. 
You d have to hear her to believe her .. In addition 
all music and back-up voices were'provjded by th:. 
cast. · - · ,... 
. Those -who witnessed Woodstock live or had the 
fortune to see the movie, will really get a kick out 
o~ t~e stage announcements and the other words 
of wisdom the M.C. (John Belushi) has to say. 
_" .... :r,~e Wo~dchuck f:stival of love, peace, and 
eath.... was mcluded m the welcoming of the 
·rowd. Anothercheerful comment went something 
1ke this: "There's not enough food for all of us, so 
ust remember the man next to you is· your 
inner." Makes you wonder, huh? 
The parallel between the Woodstock crowds and 
he Lemmings is quite obvious. However, a deeper 
1essage may be wallowing in there somewhere. 
vercrowding, hunger, disease ... Hopefully we 
1umans won't end up like the poor Lemming-in a 
late of nervou~ exhaustion-resulting in a march 
ut to the.ga of death. , 
Anyone who enjoys good music,· good sati;e, 
nd go_od all around entertainment will truly enjoy 
emmmgs. 
REEN ROOM 
Two diverse facets of the work of the 
ama-Speech department will be demonstrated an 
Green Room Series· performance at 4 {>,m. 
es_day, Oct._ 9. The Ithaca College community is 
dially invited to attend the free performance 
ich will take place in the Areria Theatre of 
lmgham Center. 
·~e first part,_ entitled Pictures in Prose, will 
1s1st of several readings given by Martha Crane 
anca Bernstein, Jennifer Yarns Su~ 
ssenbaum, Jaccie Sherman and Shirley 
irston. · All are students in the Oral 
~rpre_tation of Prose class conducted by Prof. 
olyn Gilbert. --
. he rest of the programs will feature 
ma-Speech. -faculty. Under the direction of 
nald Parady, Earl Mccarroll and Elizabeth -
'llm~n will demonstrate <>reparation of a scene 
ere? 
~he Whole Poco - -Part IV 
By Bill Henk 
POCO "Crazy Eyes" 
Basically, there are two theories regard,ing the 
breakup of any- band. One states that a whole is 
--only as good as the sum of its parts. Thus when 
the whole is fragmented into distinct and separate 
parts, these parts are merely diluted and a lower 
quality music will result. Spooky Tooth is a good 
example. 
Upon their initial split, Spooky Tooth's 
members eac:jl went their separate ways. Lead 
guitarist Luther Grosvenor released a solo Ip, while 
lead singer Mike Harrison and songwriter-keyboard 
man Garr Wright each put out two. Drummer 
Mike Kellie spent some time with Frampton's 
Camel. But their works attained little recognition 
and i:ven less ·pubJic acceptance. The only one of 
them who really did well was- bassist Greg 'Ridley, 
having joined ·Humble Pie in late 1968. Realizing 
the whole had been far greater· than their 
individual parts, Spooky Tooth (minus Greg 
Ridley, who remained with Humble Pie and 
Luther Grosvenor, who had just joined the 
apparently now defunct Stealers Wheel} put ·it all · 
back together to release a solid comeback effort in 
May of this year. And, while it may be debatable 
to some, the Beatles appear to be another example 
of this time-t_es~ed rock ·n roll theory. , 
The second .theory suggests that the splitting up 
of a band will double or triple the amount of good 
music coming from the members ot that band. The 
Buffalo Springfield appear to have been one good 
example of this particull!_!:_ theory. For out of the 
smoldering remains of The Buffalo Springfield 
arose CSN.Y, the various solo efforts Manassas· 
and Loggins &. Messina. And, oh yes, :.Ve mustn't 
forget Poco. 
Poca was C>riginally formed by the combination 
of Richie Furay, long the man relegated to second 
and third . Odd!e by ~tills and Young (as they 
literally fought for the spotlight), and the 
litt1e-known Springfield bassist and producer Jim 
Messina: follo\ving 'the Byrds and Flying Burrito 
Brothers into -the relatively unknown and untested 
regions of co·untry-rock, Paco became innovaters 
in their field,-' laying the groundwork for such 
current day hands as Eagles, New Riders of the 
Purple Sage, Manassas, Commander Cody, Mason 
Proffit· and the current ·aay directions of the 
Grateful Dead. -
After the ·initial shock of seeing rock 'n roll city 
slickers invading the heretofore commercially 
in penetrable world of shit-kickin' country and 
western wore off, people began to acclaim the 
band for the _uniqueness of their music and the 
quality of their recorded works. Just as public 
acceptance began to bring the band over its first 
survival crisis, lead guitarist Jim Messina left the 
band. immediately causing another. Pau.1 Cotton of 
the little-known and short-lived Illinois Speed 
Press was his replacement. From the Inside, the 
group's fourth Ip (first with Cotton) showed the 
band going through a time of transition. A Good 
Feeling To Know brought · the influence of Paul 
CC?tton to the fore. Paco was losing its country 
influences to become, predoninantly. a rock 'n 
roll band. Crazy Eyes, the group's latest Ip; 
..:ontinues that trend. 
Paul Cotton continues to contribute rollicking 
toe-tappers of the first order. Right Along is the 
standout her. relating Paco's change in direction. 
"All yo_u C'owboys and your ladies/Take your 
boots off, they'll drive you crazy/When you come 
to town take a look around/Yes, you're off your 
horse, you can set your sights on a stronger 
course." 
Tim Schmit too is improving as a songwriter. 
Here We Go Again is done in the best Poco 
romping style. Rusty Young contributes an 
instrumental that features Paco's only real 
excursion into the country. Mandolins a-blazing, 
fiddles a-burning and banJoes a'strumming; all 
cxple>tle out front on Fools Gold. Borrow in~. from 
related sources (Gram Parsons). Poco ol ters a 
sincere and heart-rendering version of Brass 
Buttons". A beautiful ballad. Poco style. 
:cp, s\de on_e sure hits it off Just nght. 
~verydt~bml g f_chcks. Gt!orge Grantham is Just 
mere 1 y me. And Rusty ) oung 1s one 01 u, .. 
finest pt!dal steel guitarists around today. Side one 
alone proves well orth the price of admission. 
Side two, however, still mystifies me just a 
little. Crazy Eyes, the ten minute cut, featu~es 
horns and strings which, although fairly tastefully 
orchestrated, is something I must say I never 
expected of Poco.· It's something that's bt!ginning 
to grate· on me less and kss each timt! I hear it. 
but... The song hints of being about Gram Parsons. 
The ·Jyrics on this particular song seem to fall far 
be_l~w Furay's previous standards; like a song 
ongmally held back, but later thrown in because 
one song was needed to finish the Ip: ··so to be or 
not to be is the question now/Ci:--iz•r eyes don't 
.you forget how". 
Don't kt that one puzzlt!r fool you however. 
The pleasure you'll get from listening to this Ip 
will reimburse you many times over and above the 
price you have to pay to get il. Crazy Eyes is an 
_impressive effort oy one of the finest fun-loving 
good-time rock 'n roll hands going today_ 
Midtown 
Records 
·Safety Goes to the Dogs 
By Mike Hunt, Rumor Reporter 
"As you may have noticed, the 
' number of dogs (Canine 
Domesticus) .has risen 
dramatically since the new 
policy' banning dogs (Animalis 
Barkis) went into effect this 
year. Our_ special undercoving, 
has heard that this dramatic 
increase in dogs of the four 
leggt!d variety is directly 
connected to the Safety and 
Security Policy effective Sept. 
13 of this year. This policy calls 
for Safe_ty to make frequent 
smuggling sprees to the ASl'C' A 
for mad dogs (Maddust D'lgust). 
10 Kmg Lear. -
Tiilii"IYIA'1nn''11rl'lnlTnt'll"ln~inTirY'S'lnr:n"W'linr'lnrir.•_rQving,. l'.Oi:!ming, rumor r~pprter 
, The _dogs J!.~~ to be dcposf ted on 
the Ithaca College Campus. 
Tht!se dog.~ are plannt!d to serve 
a two-fold purpose. Number one 
1s to make sure that few if ~ny 
students a re late for classes, 
since running faster than the 
dogs is of the utmost importance 
if one plans to preserve - the 
angular part of his or her 
anatomical structure. And 
n~~~er two to keep Safety 
D1v1s1on off the angular position 
of their anatomical structure and 
on th~ir toes, since they must 
pursue the dogs that arc 
pursuing the students in order to 
apprehend and book them. We 
have but one piece of advice to 
give to Safety Division~lt will be 
difficul~ at best, and i~possible 
at leas,t to finger print a dog. 
nu,*q.l·!JiJta 
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lthaCan's 
- ORAL ROBBER'S INTERVIE ' ~ . ~ . 
-·uwe ·Rob from the Yerbose, and Giv~ to the Weak of Mi_nd" 
- MALLORY 
"There was 1wthi11g else I could 
do to help the team except 
become manager: they didn't 
need a hall girl. " 
• 
"There are very few men's 
soccer teams 011 the East coast 
that have female managers. " 
"I've been in this game for years; 
I managed my high school 
team." 
AN INTERVIEW WnH PATTY AND JODY 
MANAGERS OF 1'HE MEN'S SOCCER TEAM·· 
By Stealah F. Sockotz 
I: llello, Jody and Patty !low do you like me 
~() for'' 
P: It's Fatty and Jody. 
J: No, it's Jody and Patty. 
I: I can't tell you how much I've just learned 
ahout soccer. .. What's your official titles-- varsity 
soccer team manager? 
P: Yeah, I'm lhc team machrne. 
I: lnteresti,ig metaphor. Docs Jody help you 
out with the varsity managering? 
P: She just comes lo practice with me. to keep 
me company. Yeah. she cut the oranges for the 
last gamc. ,' 
I: Oh r~ally'1 Just what else tlo you do- cuttrng 
oranges sounds like appealing worl-s. 
I': We also huy anti hring them -the school's 
loo cheap! 
I: Th,ll"s traJ1tionally been J 111an's function. 
hasn"t 1t'! The h11y111g and cutt111g of oranges'/ 
P: Oh. I don't know ... Oo you I-snow that there 
arc very frw women 111anagcrs on thl' East co,1st 
J: That's nghl 
I. Do tell. 
J: l'vc hccn a m.inage1 tor y,:ar!> 1panaged my 
high school k,1111. 
I: Oh. you·v,: l,,:,:11 1n this gall!.: for quill: a 
wl11k'! 
P: Sh,:'s th,: on,: that taught 111,: my trad,:. 
J: I taught her ..:v.:ryth1ng she knows. 
I: Amen. What is it, besides peeling oranges, 
that you have to know to be a successful manager? 
J: Well, we also kee. score at games. ·. : 
P: And keep track of the statistics. Who scored 
a goal, who assisted, how many saves the ·goalie has 
made: 
J: We keep the time clock and blow.the horn 
for substitutes to come in, 
P: Yeah, we take care of the substitutes. 
I·: I'll bet you do. What do you do during the 
week to help the team? 
P: We really don't have any duties at pra~tices 
but we go to watch the guys. · ' 
I: Do you ever get into the training room? I, for 
one, have a morbid fear of female managers 
looking up my soccer shorts? 
J: They won't let us into the locker room. 
I: Why did you originally become invoived in 
soccer-in the managerial level? 
P: Why? 
I: Is tlfcrc an echo in here'?· 
P: Because I enjoy watching soccer. 
I: Where did you sec soccer originally? It's not 
that a big sport in these parts. 
P: Well, my fncnd had a boy friend on the team• 
here at 1.C., and she got us interested iri going to 
the games. 
J: She started· going to sec what interested her 
roommate so much. 
1': Well, anyway. this year I wanted to do 
something to help the team; and th~re was nothing 
else I could do except become manager, because 
they didn't need a bal! girl. 
SNOWTIR£ 
sA,£ 
NOW IN PR00R£SS 
I: Oh, every team should have a ball girl. 
P: No, because they had ball guys. 
J: We're also the team's cheer leaders. Do you 
know that we're almost the only people that cheer 
at the games. · . - · 
P: You could fit the crowd into a tea cup. 
I: Why do you suppose there's such a small 
crowd? 
P: Because the games are unpublicized. People 
don't realize that soccer is a much better sport than 
. football. '-........ 
J: It takes more than co-ordination. 
I: The contention has been that soccer's a 
boring game-too slow to attract widespread 
support. 
P: ·Soccer's one of the fastest games in the 
world. 
J: You never stop running. Soccer takes more 
team work, the guys have to work more closely 
together than in football. 
I: In you positions, do you get really 
emotionally involved in the games-do you ·sweat · 
with the team, yell obscenities ... 
J: Not sweat! 
I: Of course not, I forgot-girls don't sweat. 
P: They perspire. 
I: Well put, Patty. I want to thank you :! 
perspiring managers for a nice interview. And may 
all your soccer balls be white. 
P: Sure-we had nothing else to do. _ 
J: You're not really going to print this;- arc 
you? 
COO.K-GAUNl'Lffl 
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' the ithacan SPIRITUAL·CoMMENTARY 
he· Biggest , Hoax 
By Andy Friedman 
Congratulations, world! You've fallen for some 
elaborate ho~2te_s-'before,(such as the Trojan Horse 
and the War of the World's broad-cast), but now 
you've go1_1_e .~nd :raIJen for the most spectacular 
]Joax of all: tlie Guru Maharaj Ji. , 
His plan is t~ establish the Kingdom of Heaven 
on Earth. ::[.hat's no easy task- he's only 15. He 
1opes to 'do this by revealing to you the internal 
•nergy that keeps you alive. Being able to realize 
tlUS vibration, he ~lls Knowledge. Supposedly 
•n:r.yone has the same energy. Thus the whole 
vorld h~s something _in c"o!)1mon and if everyone 
•xperiences this Knowledge, it will create a 
1niversal one-ness, an international love. 
His follo\¥ers claim this Knowledge to , be a 
·ontinuaI· high which only increases and from 
d1ich ·one never comes down. Whatever goes. up, 
hough, must come down, and 6 million people 
the number he's duped to date) are in-for crash 
L1ndin_gs. 
And wha_t are these selfl_ess prophets of- the 
New Age asking for their services? Nothing. 
They're muclr too-clever for that. The Knowldege 
1, free. When one follows Transcendental 
\kd1tation, one pays a fee, learns a secret of inner 
l1Jppiness and it's over. Guru Maharaj Ji asks for 
nothing. Appearing selfless, the devotees support 
tilt: good Guru's disciples wherever they travel. 
\nd they support them very wen: How many 
,1ther 15-year olds do you know who receive 
Rolls-Royces and stereo tape decks as gifts? Or 
~nough in contributions to purchase ·a $70 000 
house as a base in Denver? ~ ' 
The only way to receive Knowledge is to prove 
you have an insatiable thirst for it. When at Jasr 
the disciple is convinc_ed you desire knowledge 
more, than anything else in the world, · enough to 
follow him around the country for a week or two, 
then he'll give it to you. Afterwards, some are so 
grateful they pledge their lives t~ the Guru, 
I1eying his commands and propagating his 
programs. Sort of a spiritual Hitler. ' 
The Guru is taking desperate people, those on 
drugs,' those widowed, those· crippled, sick and 
d~spaired, and ·-=he's. getting· the'm to -believe in· 
hemselves. Nothing wrong with that. Bii'fwheit'be 
·tarts be'coming the wealthiest young man on the 
planet there's' cause for suspicion. When he starts 
dictating that those who receive knowledge. must 
wear their hair a certain length, there's cal!se for 
doubt. And when he starts charging to be involved 
in his· programs, there.'s cause to turn away from 
!um. 
They don't so much believe in themselves, but 
they've found· a place in society where they'.re very 
well accepted. There's a tightness, an open "love" 
about the devotees. What person wouldn't want to 
he a part of this love and acceptan·ce? · · 
But these feelings are there within us to begin 
with. So why can't we work on· it ourselves? Why 
should we pledge our lives and/or our money away 
to some fat kid from India who thinks-he can save 
the world? (with most of India starving, how come '. 
he's so .well-fed?) 
We should look inside ourselves on our own, 
Jnd have the courage to open ourselves up 
Jnyway, and not under the guise of this spiritual 
Knowledge. 
And I very deeply·hope that the majority of this 
world never (eels that defeated, lonely or 
depressed that they· turn to this Guru. Or any 
guru. 
Live and 
Let Die? 
Have you been looking 
around you lately? I mean have 
you taken a really serious look • 
at this world , and what is 
happening? Or do you think 
about your career, school 
subjects, grades and/or lovers. If 
you like politics you'll probably 
say,"Yea, l'm up on my current 
events, like Watergate and 
· Agnew's fiasco." This isn't what 
I mean either. 
l mean something like the 
future as told by present events. 
The population is skyrocketing, 
crime is spiraling four times 
faster than the population, drugs 
are still around, pornography is 
more and more prevalent. Sex 
has become a customary topic 
almost everyone discusses in 
conversations. 
How Jong do you think this" 
world will last? Think about it. 
If overpopulation doesn't kill us 
off the pollutic.n will. Food 
prices arc headed for sky high 
levels. Do you really -know 
where th'e food is going to come 
from in the next few years? 
Don't wait till your stomach 
starts asking you. 
The government of the United 
States on all levels has been 
smeared with the 
statement, "Politics is a dirty 
business." If the government is 
trustless, who or what are we 
going to beli._cve in to hold our 
growing society together? A 
government stained with 
corruption? Do we need a 
revolution? What would a 
revolution solve except Russia's 
plan to take over this country? 
So how many of you have 
truly thought about the world 
yourselves, and the future? Ho~ 
about what happens when you 
die? Does your existence have 
any purpose or bearing in this 
world? What difference does it 
make whether you live or die? 
Will more than a few people 
know or care outside of your 
family and close friends? How 
long would you be remembered? 
Think about these questions·and 
apply them to yourself and ask 
them .. to your heart. All you 
have, all t.'l.at you accomplish, 
stops at a point in time which is 
inevitable-Death. Death isn't a 
completely unutterable word. 
We all die so why not at least 
think abo_ut it for awhile. What 
happens to you when you die'! 
Have I strayed from what I 
started out with? Maybe so,'but 
death is in the future if you're 
now reading this. Almost 2,000 
years ago a remarkable man 
""aiked the face of this earth 
MON NIGHT FOOTBALL 
TUES HAPPY HOUR 
WED HAPPY HOl!ll 
THUR MUG CLUB 
FRI HAPPY HOlJR 
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FRI & SAT :\JOST MIXED DRINKS 50cts. 
This thing that is within inside 
of us, it does not mean a change 
of religion. You can be a 
Christian and still follow it; you 
can be a Hindu and still follow 
it; you can be anybody 
following any religion of any 
class, creed, color, or 
nationality, coming from the 
North or South Pole, coming 
-from underwater, overwater, 
underland, overland, anywhere. 
If you are a human being, that's 
good enough for you to realize 
this Knowledge.,. 
"In this world. everything is 
ready to be destroyed. It just 
takes one order, and everything· 
can be abolished from the whole 
entire world. You won't see one 
single thing except water-and 
you won't even be able to see 
that because you'll be dead. 
There will he nothing left." 
saying that he was the son ot 
God. Was he a liar? Many think 
so. Many have set out to prove 
he was a · liar and ended up 
instead accepting him. No one 
can disprove his existence, nor 
the miracles that he docs not 
the astounding- rumor th~t he 
overcame the inevitable, Death. 
He was nailed up on a cross with 
his hands and feet pierced, then 
he was stabbed in the side to 
make sure he was dead. The 
remarkable thing aout the 
rumor was that over 500 people 
saw him after he died,-ALIVE. 
The disciple Thomas even put 
his fingers in the hoks of this 
man's hands who was nailed up 
on a cross··and called himself the 
Son of God. 
This astounding man as you 
have guessed is Jesus Christ. 
He talked about famines yet 
to hit us. He ta~kcd of the 
numerous different religious 
cropping up which will come in 
the name of God, but will lead 
many away from the real. How 
about these eastern n:hgions 
coming in as of late? Where were 
they years ago? 
The new theology says that 
God must be fit into man's 
changing modern ideas. They say 
that man knows and has learned 
too much to believe that a God 
really exists. How can God fit 
into man's thinking 1f God 
controls man and is perfect'? 
Why should an imperfect bcmg, 
such as a man, fit a perfect 
bemg, God, into the imperfect' 
thinking. 
Quotations from 
Guru Maharaj Ji 
"Today everybody prays to 
Jesus and says, "Jesus, you are 
my Lord." What about the time 
when he came? There were very, 
very few people who said, "You 
are my Lord." People were 
saying, "Oh no, he just can't be 
it, it's just impossible for him to 
be the Lord." 
"I don't claim I am a Messiah 
or anything like that. Just one 
simple thing-if you want peace, 
all right; I can give you peace. 
That's it. That's the whole deal." 
"Our Mission 1s to bring peace, 
love and truth into this world. 
Man is supposed to be human 
but actually he has lost his 
humanity. That's why there is so 
much frustration, so much 
jealousy, and so much hatred 
between human beings. We have 
started this Mis~-ion and 1t·~ 
workiug very, very successfully, 
d istnbuting love. truth _and 
peace so that tht: idea of 
brotherhood can com<! 111to this 
world." 
To gt:t bai.:k to tht: topit: of 
death. Jesus Cluist ofkr~ 
through lmnself ,:vcrlasting life. 
Ile can give us forgiveness of all 
our transgressions Jnd 
11nmediatdy comt:s nro our 
lives. all we have lo do b ask. 
Just a simple asking. For he give~ 
this to us all free and easy, he 
says all we have to do 1s ask and 
he will enter. 
Do you wonder what it's 11kt' 
when you die'1 I can't answer 
that 4uestion nor can any man 
on this earth, tor God says you 
shall only know with your 
human death and only those 
who love God shall know. 
God created man to have 
f~llowship with God. lie gave 
man a free will because God 
_ wanted Real Love from man, 
but man rebelled. Thus there 
became a separation from God 
because of sin. But God didn't 
forget us for he so loved man 
that he gave his only begotten 
son. And when the death of 
Jesus occurred God bndged the 
gap between man and God. 
Everyone has a need for God 
inside that cannot he filled with 
religion, sex, drugs, alchohol, or 
· philosophy- 0 , hut only Jesus the 
Son 9f the Living God. Jesus 
becomes the perfect fit into that 
need which nothing else can flt. 
(,od is w11l111g that ll· should 
come to repcntcnce. We decide 
our eternal destiny. Jesus died so 
we can't have the gift of eternal 
life 
Why don't you a~k Jesus to 
come into your heart and find 
eternal peace with God. 
A Concerned Christian 
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FRED D. THOMPSON,.TO GIVE LECTURE . 
Fred D. Thompson, Chief 
Minority Counsel for the Senate 
Watergate Committee will give a 
public lecture on the subject of 
Watergate at Ithaca College's 
W<}lter Ford Hall ora Sunday 
October 7 at 7:30 p.m. There 
will be a reception folio.wing the 
lecture at which 'time members 
commented, "I needed a man 
who could look the facts square 
in the face, a man who is 
reliable:" · 
A graduate of Memphis State' 
University and Vanderbilt Law 
School in Nashville, Thompson 
resigned as Assistant U.S. 
Attorney in l 972 to return to 
private practice in Nashville and 
to manage the Middle Tennessee 
re-election campaign ,of Senator 
Baker. There has been 
speculation in Republican circles 
that Thompson's future might 
include running for Congress or 
even or Governor. 
Rrx/gers Dance· Company at Comelt· 
· of the press as well as the public 
will have the opportunity to 
question Thompson. The 
lecture, sponsored by the 
Student Activites Board, is free 
and open to the public. 
Thompson, a Tennesseean 
with an exceptional record as a 
f c d eral prosecutor of bank 
robbers and moonshiners, was 
tapped by Senator Howard 
Baker to the Watergate 
Committee because, as Baker 
Incidentally, Thompson's 
senior dissertation in law school 
was written on the subject of the 
legaiity of electronic 
surveillance. 
. The Dance Office at Cornell . 
University has announced ~e 
forthcoming visit on October 10, 
11, and 12 of the widely 
acclaimed Rod Rodgers Dance 
Company of New York City. 
The Company's two-and-a-half 
day residency will include a, 
master class on Wednesday for 
dancers and dance students, a 
lecture-demonstration 
performance Thursday evening 
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m Barnes Hall, and a concert 
performance in the · Helen 
Newman Gymnasium on Friday 
Halls, and a concert performance 
in the Helen Newman 
see the- group perfotm . 
Originally from the mid-West. 
Rodgers came to New York City 
in 1963 where he performed 
with several concert companies 
With· his own company, he ha; 
'firmly·_establishe~ hims~lf as one 
' Gymnasium on Friday night. In 
addition there will be several 
opportunities to meet and talk 
informally with members of the 
dance troupe. 
of today's most provocative 
. young choreographers. Along 
with his direction of· the Rod 
Rodgers Dance Company and his 
work in off-Broadway theatre, 
Known for the unique 
theatrical repertoire of works by 
its director and founder Rod 
Rodgers, the group is the. first Rodgers also is well known for 
his work with youths in 
·community-oriented culturJI con_tem-porary black dance 
company to perform at Cornell. 
Peggy ·Lawler, Director of 
Cornell's Dance Program, called 
it a significant event and 
arts programs. 
Tickets for both performances 
will be on sale \beginning 
September 27 at the Willard 
· expressed the hope that the 
University as well as the 
community at large will take 
·advantage of the opportunity to 
Straight ~all Ticket Office, 
Nippenose downtown on the 
DeWitt Mall, and the Ithaca 
College Student Union. 
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I ITHACA COLLEGE 
The Department of Politics 
and the 
1.C. Pohtics Club 
Announces its 1973-74 
Film and Politics Festival 
. -
A series of eleven politirolly relevant and provocafr,c fcaturc~lcngth 
films by maior d,rccton. This festival's poht1cal universe c:rtcnds irom 
monarchy llouis XIV! to anarchy (Duck Soup). Informal discussions led 
by members of the Ithaca College faculty and other interested guests 
will follow the screenings. 
October 1 
Roberto Rossclmo, THE RISE TO POWER OF 
LOUIS XIV 
October 15 
Frcderoc Roni!, TO DIE IN MA!>RID 
November S 
Alaon Resna,s, LA GUERRE EST FlNIE 
November 12 
Sergei Eosensteon, IVAN THE TERRIBLE, 
PARTS I & II 
I 
December 3 
' G1lo Pontccor•o, BUR~! 
January 21 ~ 
Jan Kadar. THE StlOP ON MAIN STREET 
February 4 
Preston Sturges. THEGREAT McGINTY 
-· February 25 
. Robert Rossen, ALL THE KING'S MEN 
• March 25 
fr•d Z,nneman. BE!iOLD A PALE HORS£ 
April IS 
The Mar• Jlrolhon' DUCK SOUP, and 
Mel Brook,• TWELVE CHAIRS 
Time: Monday evenings, 8:30 Pm. Price: Sco1on 1ubscr1ptions S7.00 
Place: Teator 102 ' lndi•idual danatoon1 Sl,_00 
Subscriptions awa,lablr ar the door, or by moil from Mortin L Btownstein 
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Classifieds 
Dear Everybody· that made my 
' ..,-: . birthday the best.Thank ·you, thank 
you; so much for making 21 my best 
birthday eyer. 
Dear soccer Team, 
1.ove 
Leah 
What can I say7 The roses are 
beautiful and all of you are beautiful 
for remember_lng my birthday. I love 
you all for being so thoughtful. 
Love, Leah 
Dear Frank, 
Thanks isn't a good enough word 
to express what I want to say, but It 
will have to do! You're the best, Oct. 
2. Stay that way. 
Love, 
Oct. 3 
Dear Randy:-
--So you won't feel bad about not 
getting In the classifieds, I decided to 
make you happy In a way different 
trom the usual. 
Love ya--
Candice 
Dear Robs, Pinks, Aggie + Ande, 
Dear Dave, 
Your thoughtfulness, once again 
- showed through. Thank You for you; 
part In my ext~emely enjoyable 
celebration of "21 ". 
Dear Sixth Floor, 
Love, 
Leah 
My Birthday was the best, thanks 
to your warm wishes. 
Dear Helen, 
Love, 
S.A. 
Happy Birthday, hope yours Is as 
enjoyable as mine was. 
Dear Puglet, 
Love, 
S.A. 
... 
·rhey say that sometimes the most 
Is said in sllence. So, .•• thanks .•. l don't 
know how I'd survive sometimes 
without you. 
Dear Roomie, 
Love, 
Me 
I'm really glad that you're there 
most of the time to help me, and to 
laugh with me, and enjoy people with 
You added alot to my B-Day. The 
dinner was absolutely divine! You 
made me so happy, not onlY on the 
3rd, but,, all year long. Thanks for 
being there when I've needed you. 
• me .•. What would I do without you. 
Den Abby, 
Love, 
Mom 
Thanks, will never be enough, to 
express what feel, but I think you 
know that. 
Love, 
Leah 
L.ove, 
Robyn 
. P.S. Anytime you need anything, you 
know I'm always there. and hopes to 
· continue Its no loss record. 
Dear Snowflake- FLAKE 
OFF!! 
Vicki, Steph, Casey, Robyn, Carol 
Dear Snowflake-
We love you anyways. 
Vicki, Steph, Casey, Robyn, Carol 
To all my friends, from the 
Dear Gile~, dorm and otherwise-thanks for 
You!ltnever get.It off me. being )'Ourselves-
.. >-~ -:. -..... _,, .. , . . , .. ~,~ .. ..:~""-- - -\ -;-.., -··~. - ···"'.'~..:.: .:- -,Love ya all, 
Love, 
S.H. 
Dear Steve, 
I could never be as glib as you are 
in expressing wh~t I want' to sl!y. 
Your gift was extra special, thanks 
for being you. 
Love 
Your Ent. Ed. 
Now and Always 
Robyn 
Dear KathY· 
Spoke to you Tuesday night In the 
Pub, but just wanted to once again 
say: Welcome back. , 
-Doug 
C ongradulations to Bo;z:o's 
Bombers! You are a great team! 
Coach 
"P.S. Now you know you can beat 
anyone! 
That's a funny game you're 
playing. Watch how you transmit 
that ball. 
The Paddler 
Canadalgua Cutle 
Sorry I missed the circus, but I 
could never miss your half tones. 
-Crazy Lady 
Helen-
For a roommate who has made life 
here muc!l easier are my wishes for. a 
very Happy Birthday. 
Ellsila 
To DK· 
I have no respect for a few of your 
freshman-.Vou"re ruining your 
reputation.' 
Broken Window 
To Vicki Pervert-
Sleeping with your eyes open, 
could do damage to your g1asseye. 
Your Roomie 
Carol-
Beware-1'11 be over to see you next 
time I get my baby cream out. 
Granny 
Dear Casey-
Glad to hear you finally did 
something about "it". 
C oncetned Friends 
Robyn-
Even though you are a cashew nut 
· I'll eat you anyway! 
Dr. Perverto. 
To my little sister-
I'm reaily"glad you stayed over the 
other night. Let's do it again soon. 
Next time You bring the Pickles. 
L.S; 
As the seal attacks Robyn it says: 
MWA, MWA, MWA, MWA, MWA. 
Katie and Sky-
Are you going to play fairy in the 
bushes anymore? 
Jill-
Don't let those grasshopper men 
get to you. 
Contact Stephie for a miracle granny 
compound. By B.H. 
Cheslre-
Use some Of the pickle JUICe in 
your pocket to oil your tticycle; OK? 
Dear Luigi, 
Love, 
Pudge 
Since you left me, I have to 
scratch my buns alone. Come back 
soon .•. l miss your long nails. 
Love and Kisses, 
Bertrand 
Dear Ptolomy, 
· Green cheeses and Whimpy don't 
come In summer. Better luck next 
time. / 
-Anxious Gastronomy 
Bob & Gary Welcome 
you back to the 
Dugout 
* MIXED DRINK SPECIALS 
* DUGOUT_ MUG- CLUB 
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lntra1nurals 
Action • Ill 
BY PEDDIE HANDLER 
The only other strong 
contender m this years league is 
the A.LS. with great speed and 
size, but no hands. This author 
has seen both squads in action 
and expects a violent, bruising 
game with not more than 7 
points separating the 2 teams. 
The game will take place on 
October 16 at 5 :45 p.m. on the 
varsity football practice field. If 
you appreciate touch football 
like it should be played, stop by 
and watch the game. You won't 
be disappointed. I predict that 
the touted defense of Superfecta 
will give their high powered 
offense the ball often enough to 
score, despite being outs1zed by 
the A.LS., last years runner-ups. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
puzzle page fifteen 
A captam's meeting for 
Women's Volleyball is scheduled 
for Oct. 11 al 8 P.M. in room 
P-2 of the gym. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specializing in 
~11 Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Pipe Repairs 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
N,xt To Str11ntl T/Jeater 
J/8 E. $tale St. 
Come In And Get Acquainted 
- '.: : . ~. 
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BLUE AND· ·GOLD 
CAPTURES 
CORTICA JUG 
WITH 41-33 WIN 
By Dave Rives 
Ithaca College gained two 
nnportant things last Sat. here 
on their home football field 
before a so';,-drenched crowd of 
6,000. The first was an exciting 
41-33 win over a tenacious 
Cortland foothall squad. The 
second: the P!est1gious C.:ort1ca 
Jug, a momento dating back to 
. I <J Sl/ when Cortland defeated 
I.C' I or initial possession of the 
jug. b1ch team ha~ held the jug 
. for seven years apiece from 1960 
to date, hut this year"s I.C. 
va:torv must he especially sweet 
to · Ithaca·~ cu,ich, Jim 
Butterfield. after last year's 
upset loss on enemy ground 
lb 1~ the case with any 
lthJc.i-CortlanJ football game, 
the outcome is never certain 
until the final gun. This year's 
game was no exception. Teddy 
Greves had no sooner gotten the 
Bombers on the hoard, with a 37 
yu. TD pass tu Bill Bryant, when 
Cortland took advantage of a' 
mu fled kick-off lo gain good 
field position ur I.C. territory. 
The Red Dragons then mard1ed 
Cortland's go ahead score. With 
the score 19-14 in favor of 
down to pay dirt, with 
ex-Ithacan Bruce Layman 
hulling over from the I . That set 
the stage for Cortland -to amass 
240 yards on the ground. 
"We . had quite a time 
adjusting to their offensive set," 
remarked coach Butterfield, as 
he reflected on the game in his 
office the next day. "They did 
an excellent job in maintaining 
their momentum against us ... in 
20 years of coaching, I have 
never come up against a team 
that used the type of set that 
they did. It took us JWhile to 
adjust to it." 
With under two minutes to 
go, Cortland State put six more 
points on the board on a 45 yard 
TD pass from Quarterback 
Ralph Boettger to split End 
Mark Jenks, to take an apparent 
13-7 halftime advantage. The' 
lead lasted for about as long as IL 
took return specialist Tim Nunn 
to· sprint 82 yards do~n the 
s1dehne following Cortland's 
ensuing kick-off. Joe Bowers 
PAT made it 14-13 at the half. 
After nine scoreless minutes 
of the third quarter, Layman 
again found the end zone for 
_Cortland, the fireworks began. 
In Jess than a minute, Fullback 
Alan Howell ripped through the 
middle of Cortland's defence for 
several big gains, before finally 
bulling over from the one 
yarddine to put Ithaca ahead for 
good. Two minutes-.. later, 
following an· interception by 
defensive half-back Gary Bucci, 
a Ted Greves pass found Bill 
Bryant in the end zone. Bower's 
conversion made the score 28-19 
I.C. Cortland came right back in 
the fourth qµar~. as tailback 
Mike Millick, ·bulling over from 
the one, capped a long drive . 
aided by two l 5 yd. penalties · 
against I.C. -QB Greves got it 
right-back, however, on·a 20 Y~-
TD run, and it looked as 1f 
Ithaca had this one t1:1ct¼red away. 
Hold it! A Boettger to'1e4l~S TJ? 
bomb, covering 59 Ylffds, ·made 
it 35-33 I.C. with ·s minutes to 
go. Al Howell, who paced the 
Bomber running attack that day 
with 86 yds in s- carries, kept 
pouring it on as th: Bombers 
drove downfield-;- eating up the 
clock in the process. With 13 
seconds left, half-back Tom 
Bryant ran 2 yards for Ithaca's 
1cmg ori the cake, ending 
perhaps 9ne of the most colorful 
games between these two 
colleges in a riv_~lry dating back 
SOCCER TEAM 
REMAINS UNBEATEN 
By Patty Berger 
l"he Ithaca soi:cc1 team ha~ 
still remained unuefealed as they 
rut St. Bonaventure down 1-0, 
and lied AHr'ed 2-2 Their record 
so tar this season is 3-0-1. 
Last Saturday. Ithaca traveled 
Lo Alfre<l where they played a 
goo1l game ·or soccer according 
Lo Coach McCormad,. They 
were aggressive and rroha bly 
woulJ.I have won if it had not 
bei;n for few opportune 
moments that were not taken 
fu1l advantage of. /\lfred scored 
both their goals 111 the first hall 
01.·the game. Ithaca·~ l<'JIII had 
Just a little trouble getting 
started but by the secollll hall of 
th<· game, they had control of 
the hall. Ithaca outplayed /\lfred 
mo~~ of the· second half. 
... ~., 
esrecially the last ten minutes of 
the game. Abby AIMuhailan 
scored the first goal for Ithaca 
and was assisted by John Olson. 
This was done with seven 
minutes left to play in the game. 
With 30 seconds left t9 play, 
Bobby Keill tio.!d the game by 
scoring the second goal which 
was assisted by Abby. Dave 
Kleinfelder played an excellent 
game, this was one of the best 
games of his career. lie is the 
hllle l?ig strong man of the 
Ithaca Booters. 
Ithaca beat St. Bonaventure 
on Allen field today but some of 
the team members were not 
satisfied with the victory 
bet:ause they did not feel they 
rlayed up to their potential... 
"We played their game not our 
ipme". said co-captain Abby 
' 
A!Muhailan. They did not have 
as much control of the ball as 
. they usually do. They played a 
sloppy game. One of the reasons 
they <lid not play up to par was 
because it started raining very 
hard in the middle of the first. 
half and did not subside, Most of. 
the players were sliding all over 
the field. The only ·goal of the 
game was scored in the middle 
__ of the first half by Rich Demont 
and was assisted by Abby 
AIMuhailan. 
Tom Blank did a good job of 
preventing St. Bonaventure from 
scoring. Abby continues his 
streak of participating in all 
goals scored by Ithaca. 
Ithaca meets Rochester on 
Allen field Tuesday, October 9 
and hopes to continue its no loss 
record. 
I 
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to 1930. 
_ "Our o1'enstf, led well py Ted 
Greves, showed tremendous 
poise in being able to come back . 
and score time and time again," 
remarked coach Butterfield 
praisingly. "Cor,tland's offense 
llt!V(lr let up." _ 
Cortland's offense endet1 .up 
with 445 yards total offense, 
and took the edge in passing and 
in lirst-<lowns, not 'to ·mention· 
TD bombs. I.C. won the penalty 
derby' while also recovering two 
Cortland f',lmbles, and 
By A.J. 
Apparently inspired by .the 
big win of Billie Jean King over 
Bobby Riggs, the Ithaca College 
Women's Tennis Team _s~ashed 
its way to victory over both St. 
fawrence University and 
Herbert Lehman College with 
scores of 4-3 and 6-3, 
respectively. 
Coached by Miss Iris Camell 
and managed by Phyllis 
Goldstein, the Lady Ithacans 
.made a strong showing in both 
their matches last Friday. As a 
team that has been . growing 
steadily stronger each year; this 
year's tennis team should _be 
making its best showing ever. 
This double scrimmage match 
allowed Mi~s Carnell to evaluate 
· her· team as a whole and to 
· .watch key individuals under -
' game conditions. If these two 
· wins are anl',- indication of the 
upcoming season, Itha9a College 
will be well represented by 
another of our female atheletic 
teams. 
The results of the . two 
m·atches are as follows: Ithaca 4. 
St. Lawrence ·3: Singles: Pam 
Schloss~; (I) beat Adrian Wax. 
and 'Naomi Dinkin, 10-6; Marna 
Holmes· and Vicki Poorvu (I) 
beat Karen Mc«::;lusky and Joy_ce 
Haines (I) beat Beth Sears,-6-1, -.. 
6-2; Sara Knowles (S) beat Mary 
B. _ SGavullo, - 6-1, 6-4; Joan 
.. ReydeJ (I) beat Karen Engstrom, 
MELECH 
intercepting one Red Dragon 
pass. Tight End J.B. Little and 
two Cortland defenders 
illustrated a well executed tip 
drill play in the third quarter, as 
Teddy Greves' pass was batted 
into the air, only1 to come down 
into Little's waiting hands. Had 
Groves' pass been interepted 
then, who knows? 
Ithaca, now 2-1, will host the 
RIT Tigers next Sat. at 2 p.m., 
before journeying to Springfield, 
.Mass:, the following week. 
Wortland is now 0-3. 
Sandin, 6-3, 7-5. Ithaca 6, 
Lehman 3: Singles: Donna 
R9thstein (L) _beat Sally· 
Williams l 0-4; Peggy McElroy 
(L) beat' Debby Grunwald, 10-9; 
f,. Smith (L) beat Karen 
Hornbostel, 10-8; Cheryl Lanz 
(I) beat Adrian Wax, 1-0-2; Barb 
Schlosser (I) beat Naomi Dinkin, 
10-4; ·Vicki Poorfu (I) beat 
Jo~ce Gardner, 10-3. Doubles: 
Debby Grunwald and Cheryl 
Lanz (I) be~t Donna Rothstein 
and . Peggy McElroy, 12-11; 
Karen Hornbostel and Barb 
Gardner, 10-2. 
Picking up where they left off 
last week, the Women's Tennis 
Team convincingly destroyed 
Oneonta, 6-1, on Tuesday. 
The twin sister team of Sally 
and !sue William's continued 
their winning ways with scores 
of 6-2, 6-0 over L. Hillery and L. 
Sarle in the only doubles. match. 
that was played. Playing first 
singles, senior· Pam Haines beat 
N. Redwood 6-2, 7-6. ·Debbie 
Gru~wald wra~ped up ano.ther 
singles match . with de_cisive 
scores of 6-2, 6-3, over ,V. 
Miltof!. -- Marna Holmes, -a 
freshman here at Ithaca, won in 
fine style over- S. · Balinsky, ·by 
· 6-2, 6-2 scores. It took Kaxen 
Hornbostel · three sets before she 
won her match agaiqst R. Y onis· 
with scores of 4-6, 6-4, 6-3, Barb 
Schlosser forced K. Bowers to go 
the . full three sets .before 
6-1, 6-0; Andrea Sussman·· (I) Oneonta. registered their:· onfy 
beat Mary Di Santo, 6-2, 7-5. victory with .scores of 6-2;_ 4-6, 
Doubles: Sally and Sue Williams 6-3. Vicki P.oorvu ad'tled another. 
(I) beat .Cathy· 'Klopfer· and point to I.C.'s total with a 64, 
Karen/ James; '6-cT; 6-1-; ··Nancy 7-5, ·Vi~tory_ OYer c .. Ramotnik:. 
Day and. ·Heide" Bodem·an · (S)" "The Lady Ithacans ,carried' an 
beat Pat_ty Herrman~ Qn{,i. Clay · _.µn~lemished · 2-0 :.r~corit· ~to~: 
Fc!ne_~, _, '6--:J,. ~. .6-3; . Mary .. "their-niatc~ . a~inst"Albany ~t«f 
·Hemingway and Sherry·· Ne~se . _., .. _)'uesday .~f&ernoon; if Albany, 
(S) !>eat Barbara_\\'.eiler a~d Tern, · ·. : ·,:· .. -:,. . · · . · ~· · 
•,..,, ,'., '•r •,k 
• ·~ •• :.:·,;:_.. "l ..... '• ·.;."",;- ~:-
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T'hree Famers lnd.u.cted 
Coach Butterfield gets carrl_ed away. 
-ITHACA---Ithaca College 
honored three of its outstanding 
·athletes Friday night at the fifth 
annual induction ceremonies of 
the Ithaca College Sports Hall of 
Fame. The event was held at the 
Egbert Union on the College 
campus at 7 p.m. _ 
Dick Carmean, Gideon-
- Hawley and Bob Marella joined ', 
an elite group of 30 men who 
had been elected to the Hall of 
BASKETBALL 
The 1973 MIAA winter 
basketball season is scheduled to 
start off with the Captains 
meeting on Thursday Oct. 25 at 
7 P.M. in room P-5 of the Hill 
Athletic Center. All captains are 
asked to pick up team rosters in 
the MIAA office. Officials are 
needed for the games, which will 
be played on Mon.-Thurs. nites. 
Official's pay is $1.85 per game. 
Sign up in the MIAA office by 
Oct. 25. 
Football Standings 
TEAM W L 
5 - 0 
5 - 0 
4 - I 
3 - 2 
3 - 2 
3 - 2 
3 - 2 
2 - 3 
I - 4 
I - 4 
0 - 5 
0 - 5 
Fame for their contributions to 
athletics as an athlete or coach 
at Ithaca, as an athletic 
administrator, or as an athlete or 
coach following graduation from 
Ithaca College. 
Dick Carmean, a 1960 
physical education graduate, was 
a stellar performer in both 
football and track at Ithaca 
College. He gained 612 yards in 
I I 9 carries as a runnmg back for 
a 5.2 yards per carry average. 
Dick led the · Bombers in 
touchdowns scored during his 
junior ·year ~ith nine. 
Su perfecta 
A.L.S. 
Dem Bears 
Comers 
DK "A" 
Goqd Guys 
Pi Lambda Chi 
Talcott Todds 
Gutter. Rats 
Bombers 
Climax 
Mafadona 
****** 
Carmean was also a talented 
defensive back and .he held the 
Ithaca College pass interception 
career record with · nine 
interceptions until that record 
,, 
The Foot Arriv·es· 
By Terry Segal 
They caJI it football-and they're right. 
Touchdowns are·a scarce commodity nowadays; the 
field goal predominates the scoring. 
Fred Cox of Minnesota kicked five field goals 
two Sundays ago to beat the Bears. Last Sunday 
he kicked three more to beat Green Bay. 
Minnesota's touchdown total in the two games was 
one. 
George Blanda kicked four field goals to beat 
Miami two weeks a~o. Last Sunday he was 
Oakland's sole offense of three points. Oaklands's 
offense·has yet to score a touchdown this year. 
Ci~Y.e!and's Don Cockroft beat the Giants last 
Sunday with four field goals while Chicago's Mac 
Percival did ·the same to Denver. There is enough 
foot in the game today to make any podiatrist 
happy. 
Field goals are abysmally boring. They're 
xciting only when they're over forty yards or a 
boot- to win a game- with seconds remaining. 
Otherwise the kicking unit parade onto the field 
does little compared to a sustained drive or 
lldydirt. 
It's a question of the defenses getting better, 
} ou say? Not really. From the late sixties till 
about two years ago the defenses dominated 
football. The zone pass defense eradicated the 
hrilling touchdown bombs and gargantuan 
fa1emen swallowed up quarterbacks before they 
got off their futile tosses. 
In order to mitigate the defensive stranglehold, 
rulesmakers changed the playing field. They_ 
!!!oved the hashmarks closer together, theoretically 
widening the playing. area. Suddenly, last year was 
the- "Year of the runner". With more room around 
the end, Harris, Bro~n, Brockington, Simpson, et -
al went wild. Sports magazines and commentators 
. heralded the new era of offensive production. 
So what happened? The field's the same this 
year. No extraordinary defense has been devised to 
shut off the run. · Why the sudden drop in 
touchdown action parallelled by the rise in field 
goal activity? Trace -. it to conservatism in 
playcalling or better yet, a lack of guts. 
The stakes, the money, the pressure dictate a 
standard "don't stick y9ur neck out" play calling. 
Inside the opponent's .forty, a third down call 
usually heads for tlie middle of the field-to field 
goal territory. Gone is the lack of daring in trying 
to make the necessary yardage. 
Near the end of last Sunday's KC-Oakland 
game, Chiefs running ba'ck Wendell Hayes fell flat 
on his face in the middle of the field on a third 
and short situation. Reason? Set up the ubiquitous 
field goal. The fans weren't thrilled. They booed 
the hell out of KC for displaying such a lack of 
temerity. 
Football is still a game of touchdowns. 
Touchdowns excite fans-the field goal, in fact, is 
an admission of failure in bnnging one about. And 
with the plethora o( three-points lately, football 
seems inexplicably intent on glorifying its 
'· shortcomings. 
' P.S. As I sit banging on the keyboard, Detroit 
has just forsaken an automatic; field goal with one 
second remaining'ln the half in order to run a play. 
Result: a 32 yard touchdown run by Mel Farr. 
Thank you. 
LADIES LOSE TWICE 
By A. J. 
Last Thursday the ladies from 
East Stroudsburg came to Ithaca 
to avenge an earlier loss, and did 
it - twice. Combining sharp, 
accurate passing with go0d 
stick work and surprising 
endurance for this early in the 
season, East Stroudsburg handed 
the Lady Ithacans a double loss, 
3-1 and 5-1. 
.... ,. ·,: .. ;,~:,-.-__ ,;~ ... --:~. ·,· ., ·-·~,, .... ,:,·--,. ~ - ...... --; 
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The story seemed to be the 
absence of scoring on short 
comers by the lthacans. Ithaca 
had a total of eighteen short 
corners but could mjj,liage only 
one goal. Janice Kirkpatrick, 
who scored Ithaca's lone goal, in 
the first game, · was chosen 
· offensive-standout. Cab by Bloss, 
senior fullback, ;u:id Marj Jones, 
who made twenty-eight ·Saves at 
.goal, were outstanding on 
defense for the lthacans. 
In the second game Eve 
Homburger, freshman right 
inner, scored Ithaca's only goal, 
on a rush by the forward line . 
was broken last season. · 
~ During his senior year, 
Carmean was named captain of 
(he footbali team and he was 
named a football All-American. 
In track Carmean was an 
outstanding pole vaulter with 25 
first_ place finishe 0 during four 
seasons with the track team. 
Carmean is the head of the 
Physical Education Department 
at Ithaca High School, aflll is an 
assistant football coach. lie has 
played an important part in the 
success of the Ithaca High 
football program. 
Gideon Hawley, a 1936 
physical education graduate, was 
one of the great athletes from 
the early days of athletics at 
Ithaca College, according to Doe 
Yavits and Bucky Freeman. 
Haw\ey was a versatile 
performer as he earned letters in 
five sports, including football, 
soccer, baseball, track and 
basketball. 
Gid was the leading scorer on 
the varsity basketball team for 
three straight seasons. 
Hawley was a physical 
education teacher in Albany 
until 1960, when he became the 
Assistant Principal of Albany 
High School in Albany. He 
retired in January of 1970, and 
now ru·ns tt}e ln~rlaken Lodge 
at Lake Placid, N.Y. 
Bob Marella, a I 9 5 9 phys1.:a I 
· education graduate. earned 
letters in wrestling, football and 
-track at Ithaca College. Marella, · 
an All-American wrestler in 
1959, compiled a dual meet 
record of 31-3-3 in four seasons. 
Marclla was a 41 tourney 
champoin m 1958-59 and 
finished second in the 
heavyweight division of the 
NCAA and AAU tournaments in 
I 9 59. He was captain of the J.C. 
wrestling team and was named 
the most valuable performer m 
1959. 
In track Marclla was 
outstanding in the shotput and 
the discus, holdmg the I...C. 
record in the shotput until J f66 
and the School record in the 
discus until I 96 7. He had 2 I 
first place finishes in the shotpu t 
and 18 firsts in discus. 
Marella also was an offensive 
center and tackle in football He 
was a Dean's List student. 
Marella 1s the owner of the 
Capital Wrestling Corporation 111 
Washington, D.C. lk wrestles 
under the professional name of 
"Gorilla Monsoon." lie was 
named as his local J aycecs "Man 
of the Year." 
·Hockey for I.C. -Women 
By C.O.C. 
After a year of talks, a search 
for volunteer coaches and a 
trainer, and mueh leg work, the 
Ithaca College women - will 
follow the trend of their rivals 
Cornell and Cortland, don a pair 
of hockey skates, and take to 
the ice this winter in- what will 
be I.C.'s first- ,women's ice 
hockey club. 
Women in ice hockey is not 
unusual. It's an established sport 
in Canada and many New 
England states. All of these 
localities have had girls' ice 
hockey programs and Pee Wee 
instruction for many years. The 
woman's version of the game is 
different in that body (contact) 
checking is not allowed. The 
female version of the game 
stresses finesse, rather than the 
use of brute force. A full set of 
equipment is wpm, periods are 
eighteen minutes in length, and 
penalties arc one and a half 
minutes in duration. Fighting 
Fullbacks Georgia Allen and 
Carol Hubbell were chosen 
defensive standouts for this 
game. 
On Monday afternoon the 
Lady I thacans trayelle~ 
crosstown to try and even their 
record at 1-1 by beating Cornell. 
After a fiery pep talk at halftime 
by Coach Doris Kostnnsky, the 
Lady Ithacans completely 
dominated the entire seco~d 
half, only to be scored _upon m 
the final fifteen seconds of the 
game for a final score of 2-2. 
This was a game where the final. 
. score did not truly. reflect the 
tone of the game. Ithaca missed 
several goals by inches and 
allowed Cornell only three 
attempts at goal duri_ng the 
second half. Fine offensive play 
was exhibited by wings Sally 
Scatton and Colleen Murphy' 
who scored Ithaca's final goal. 
- Haltbacks Sarah Montgomery 
and Liz Price played tenacous 
defense and consistently cleared 
the ball to their forward line for 
r.epeated shots at the goal. 
. The Lady lthacans will meet. 
arch rival Cort_iand State t~isl 
afternoon at 3:00 P.M. on Yav1ts 
Field. 
draws suspension from the game 
and m many cases, from the 
league. 
The ice hockey club has, as 
yet, not been officially approved 
, by the Director of rntramurals, 
but Dr. Ronald Simpson, 
Director of Recreation, has 
assured head coach Patrick 
Bertrand-, a Canadian Cornellian, 
that the club will get ice time. 
Assistant co-ach Chris u'Connor, 
from Needham, Mass. will also 
act as trainer. She grew up 
playing in the Boston Girls' Ice 
Hockey Association and played 
for the Massport Jets, who last 
winter won the Cornell Women's 
Invitational kc Hockey 
Tournament. Miss O'Conner has 
also played for the Cornell 
Women's Ice Hockey Team. Mr. 
Bertrand, who played Junior B 
hockey in Canada, says hockey 
coaching runs in his family and 
in his blood. When asked as to 
how he will set up this hockey 
prograin, Patrick replied, "We 
are asking that the interested 
girls bring their own skates, any 
skates w.ill do, but hockey skates 
should really be worn. Also, 
hand coverings and a slick. Clms 
and I will be holding an 
orientation mectmg later in 
October on what our hopes are 
for the season. We arc hop111g to 
get money to buy equipment 
such as helmets and a goahe 
ou tfit-we'II even accept 
donations and volunteer help m 
coaching. -Our program will 
. begin with conditioning. has1c 
-skating, and stick handhng. 
·Shooting, game play, and 
strategy will follow. We are 
definitely strcssmg that women's 
ice hockey 1s a game of 
FINESSE and we hope to 
encourage aJI interested girls to 
attend. There will be no cuts, 
and depending on interest, we 
may scrimmage teams fr_om 
Cornell, Cortland, Tompkins 
County, an~ Brown.'' 
Any interested girls of college 
age, or prospective coaches, 
should , call Patrick Bertrand, 
Chris O'Conner, or Bonnie 
Burgdorf at 273-6799. Watch for 
signs and get in SHAPE 11 
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